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2020 ARTCF Charity
Golf Classic — Postponed
of sport and socializing. We were hopeful that our annual golf tournament would be able to proceed this
June. Unfortunately, as more information becomes available and COVID-19 keeps us home further into
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mark your calendars and join us on that date.

Thank you to our sponsors who have committed to our 2021 tournament

See you next year — June 10, 2021
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ARTA’s Current Advocacy Efforts
ARTA has been busy serving as an advocate on behalf of
our members and seniors in Alberta over the past year. This
undertaking includes stating the organization’s position on
•
•
•
•
•

the ATRF pension investment management change
the government’s phasing out of the Seniors Advocate role
changes to the Alberta Seniors Drug Plan
the Choice in Education Act
government partnership on curriculum development

For more information on our position and actions, please visit
the advocacy section of our website at arta.net/advocacy/
advocacy-resources/alberta-legislation.
We look forward to continuing our support of our members,
seniors in Alberta, and education in the future.
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This publication is provided for general information purposes only and is not meant
as legal or other professional advice. You should not rely on, or take or fail to take any
action, based upon the information provided in this publication. The views expressed
in each article are the views of the author(s) of each article and do not necessarily
reflect the views or policies of the Alberta Retired Teachers’ Association or of the
Association’s directors, officers, employees, and agents. If you require specific legal or
professional advice on any issue, please consult a lawyer or other professional advisor.
The Alberta Retired Teachers’ Association, its directors, officers, employees, agents,
and authors shall not be liable in any manner, or to any extent, for any loss, damage or
expense whatsoever, arising from or in connection with any use of or reliance on the
information contained in this publication, including, but not limited to, any indirect or
consequential damages.

From the President
Lorna McIlroy | President, ARTA

Water as Metaphor
Every living thing has a unique relationship with water. My 111
houseplants each have individual requirements for watering that
must be satisfied if they are to flourish. For example, my ferns
appreciate generous watering coupled with high humidity while
my succulents will not tolerate wet feet.
My local branch’s Body Composition Analysis
Clinic taught me that my body is fifty to seventy per
cent water and that I should be consuming three
litres of water daily. This amount of water is crucial
for our health and reportedly we can live only three
days without any water.
Perhaps heredity explains our distinctive,
individual relationships with water. My mother was
born on the western coast of Scotland where the
cold spray of the Atlantic would reach their home
in winter months, and my father grew up in a house
overlooking the same mighty ocean on the Cape
Breton coast. This could explain my fascination
with the sound of waves lapping on the shore, but
also my recognition of the immense power of water,
which we know we cannot completely control. This
means that I shy away from surfing, water skiing,
and most active water sports.
Water is an excellent aid to exercise, particularly
for seniors because it oﬀers added resistance while
cushioning our aging joints. There are many choices,
depending on your personal relationship with water:
shallow or deep-water aerobics, walking in water,
doing laps, or competitive swimming. Mary Helen
Hopkins of Grande Prairie, who was featured in our
2017 winter issue, has been swimming competitively
in retirement with numerous medal wins. She was
recently named Female Athlete of the Year for the
2020 Northwest Alberta Sport Excellence Awards,
and that includes all females, not just seniors!

Water is fundamental
to all religions and is
part of their rituals. The
Chinese zodiac, which is the
foundation of the feng shui system, may dictate our
connection with water. My element, water, is one
of the five fixed elements of the Chinese zodiac; the
others are wood, fire, earth, and metal. Stated very
simply, metal carries water and water feeds wood;
earth absorbs water and water quenches fire. Your
birth year dictates your sign.
Water has become a metaphor for life. We speak
of smooth sailing, sea of grief, and troubled waters.
The song ‘Bridge Over Troubled Water,’ written by
Paul Simon with vocals by Art Garfunkel, comes
to mind. The unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic
has forced many of us to press the pause button.
However, our ARTA oﬃcers and staﬀ were not
aﬀorded that luxury. Following recommended
protocols and working from home with increased
domestic responsibilities, they have maintained
basic oﬃce services. In league with our partner
organizations, our travelling members have been
assisted. ARTA has even forged ahead with new
developments that our rapidly growing membership
will soon appreciate. They became our ‘bridge over
troubled waters.’ For this dedicated service under
diﬃcult conditions, I extend my heartfelt thanks
and raise my glass of water (well, ninety per cent
water!) to all of you. ●
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From the CEO
Daniel Mulloy | Chief Executive Officer, ARTA

Water as Idiom
When the theme of water was chosen for this issue of our magazine, it took me
some time to come up with an idea on what to write about — but then it came to
me. After spending so much time with our members, who all seem to have their
own special and unique idioms (I still chuckle at ‘Chicken Louie’), I thought that I
would explore water themed idioms and then apply an appropriate slant to them,
keeping our members and association in mind — I hope you enjoy.
#1 — TEST THE WATERS
Meaning: To test the waters means trying to
discover a little more about a situation before you go
ahead and become very involved.
Example: Before the government decided to move
the teachers’ pension plan, they should have tried to
test the waters by getting input from the people
the change aﬀects most — teachers.

#2 — NOT HOLD WATER
Meaning: If a statement or belief does not hold
water, it means it has some flaws and is probably not
completely true or correct.
Example: The government’s stated reasons to
move the teachers’ pension plan to AIMCo do not
hold water. There were counter points presented
to each of their facts that were not addressed.

#3 — IN DEEP WATER
Meaning: To be in a diﬃcult situation — especially
one that is beyond the level of your abilities — or
in trouble.
Example: When the government took over the
teachers’ pension plan, pensioners certainly felt like
they were really in deep water now.

#4 — IN HOT WATER
Meaning: To find yourself in trouble, usually when
somebody will be angry at you or you will be punished.
6 | arta.net

Example: The government certainly found
themselves in hot water when they announced
their decision.

#5 — THROW THE BABY OUT WITH THE
BATH WATER
Meaning: To accidentally discard something
valuable along with other useless objects.
Example: ATRF has a proven track record of having
strong investment managers. The government is
going to throw the baby out with the bath water
by taking away ATRF’s control of the teachers’
pension plan.

#6 — DEAD IN THE WATER
Meaning: If a project or plan is dead in the water, it
means it is stopped, without any chance for success
or progress.
Example: ATRF is not dead in the water yet.
There is still a chance for the government to reverse
the decision to transfer pension investment control
to AIMCo. ARTA and ATA continue to support and
advocate for ATRF.

#7 — A FISH OUT OF WATER
Meaning: To feel uncomfortable, like you do not
belong in a particular situation.
Example: It’s up to us all to make our MLAs feel like
fish out of water for their roles in this decision.

#8 — KEEP YOUR HEAD ABOVE WATER
Meaning: This means you are trying very hard to
survive financially, or you are barely able to handle a
lot of work which is almost too much.
Example: Watching these changes happen without
any personal control can make you feel like you’re
drowning. We are here to help you keep your head
above water, and our Executive and Board of
Directors continue to advocate on behalf of all of our
retiree groups and members.

#9 — A WATERING HOLE
Meaning: This is a slang word for a bar. The literal
meaning is a small lake or pond where wild animals
go to drink — so a place where people go to drink
(alcohol) is also called a watering hole.
Example: If the government continues to make

decisions that aﬀect the lives of Alberta’s seniors, I
will join you all at a watering hole in town so we
can drown our sorrows together.

#10 — WATER UNDER THE BRIDGE
Meaning: This idiom refers to something that has
happened in the past and can’t be changed (so there’s
no point worrying about it).
Example: Ten years from now, all the problems we
are having today could just be water under the
bridge when we convince the government to reverse
their decision to transfer teacher pension investment
control to AIMCo.
There may be a hidden message in my column; I
hope the government can decipher it.
Stay safe,
Daniel ●
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From the Editor
Margaret Sadler | Editor-in-Chief, news&views

Water Habits
My childhood summer nights were accompanied by the long swiiiiiiish and quick
tck-tck-tck-tck-tck of the irrigation boom in the field not many yards from my
bedroom window. Just a bit to the east of the house, the low chug of the pump
offered background rhythm from the irrigation pond.
It was tobacco plants that
thirsted for the water those
Ontario summer nights; later
it was corn or potatoes. Most
Canadian agriculture is rain-fed
and longs for seasonal rains.
Southern Alberta has long
depended on irrigation —
evident from the huge
green circles standing
out on the brown
landscape when
seen from above.
When recalling
early memories,
I arrive again at
our three years
living abroad
and the diﬀerent
habits we formed
with water in those
distant places.
At our Hokkaido
home in the early
nineties, we had one
water tap and a pit toilet
that was just outside the heated
portion of our mother-in-law
suite. We washed with water
from the instant-on geyser, but
heated water on the stove for
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laundry. We walked several
blocks to our friends’ house for
a shower, while that family of
five waited patiently to use their
bathroom.

Morning glory vine for
market, Phnom Penh

Japan has been growing
rice for thousands of years,
eﬃciently managing water for

the flooding and draining of rice
terraces and paddies. Two rivers
meet in Nayoro, our sabbatical
town that year. Rain and snow
were abundant. (About 1,159
millimetres [45.6 inches] of
precipitation falls annually in
Nayoro.) Crops flourished. An
irrigation ditch, complete
with fish, ran by our suite.
We helped our friends
weed their rice paddy,
sliding bare feet
through the mud to
pull the weeds out
between our toes.
In Mauritania in
the Sahara Desert,
our water travelled
via surface pipes
sixty kilometres
from an aquifer in the
desert, eventually to a
cistern in our compound.
We husbanded the water
from the cistern, took quick
cool-water showers, and rarely
threw out cooking water, instead
using it to water herbs.
Each tree in the greenbelt
protecting the city of Nouakchott

Each of
these year-long
experiences out of
the normal led me to
believe that we might
change our relationship
with water on our
return, but old
habits die hard.

Weeding rice in Hokkaido

had been carefully tended by
hand to get it started. More trees
were added while we were there,
watered by drip irrigation from
plastic pop bottles that obviously
had to be refilled frequently.
Nouakchott’s annual average
rainfall is fourteen centimetres
(5.5 inches), although we didn’t
see that much in our year there.
Our Phnom Penh apartment
had four water taps and two
flush toilets. Our drinking water
(and tooth brushing water) came
in twenty-litre jugs. Fruits and
vegetables were peeled or washed
in a hydrogen peroxide solution.
Cambodia dramatically
swings from dry season to
monsoon season, resulting in
either too little or too much
water. Irrigation continues to be
developed to produce rice and
vegetables, while most tropical
fruits abound with abandon in
due season. Phnom Penh gets
1,407 millimetres (55.4 inches) of
rainfall per year.
Each of these year-long
experiences out of the normal

led me to believe that we might
change our relationship with
water on our return, but old
habits die hard. After Japan, I
happily returned to a full-sized
washing machine (with a larger
capacity than our loads usually
needed), hot water on tap, and
several flush toilets in the house.
So easy to adjust to old habits.
After our desert experience, I
was sure we’d be more frugal
with water back in Edmonton,
but it didn’t take long to revert
to old habits — rinsing dishes,
relaxing in the shower, throwing
out cooking water. After a year of
filtered water in Cambodia (with
only one disastrous brush with
unfiltered water), again it was an
easy transition to enjoy a glass
of cold Edmonton tap water and
rinse fruits and vegetables under
running water.
True, I don’t let the tap run
when I brush my teeth and we
save the pail of cold water that
it takes to get hot water to the
upstairs shower. But I catch
myself draining the water oﬀ

boiled eggs or pasta. They say
new habits form in a hundred
days, but it seems they can
be easily forgotten in familiar
circumstances.
Speaking of old habits reminds
me of the mantras I’m hearing
these pandemic days: when
we ‘get back to normal’ or ‘the
new normal.’ We are realizing
that ‘normal’ changes with
circumstances. To strain a water
metaphor, can we irrigate our
future with current learnings?
We long today for the closeness
of friends and family. We
acknowledge today the value of
exercise. Can we spread these
benefits across the field of our
lives, forward into our futures,
so that in next year’s ‘normal’
and the year after that’s ‘normal,’
we may remember to hold these
blessings sacred? ●
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Communications
Tony Esteves | Digital & Creative Strategist

Digital news&views
Did you know that news&views is offered as an online magazine? Whether you are
interested in saving a tree or taking pandemic precautions with physical mail, you
could read news&views on your tablet or personal computer on Joomag.
Joomag is a free app download available on iTunes and the Google Play store.
How to Find news&views
Once you have the app downloaded and opened on
your device, you’ll find the newsstand screen. Click
on the magnifying glass icon on the top right-hand
corner to begin a search.

In the search bar, you may use the search terms
‘news&views,’ ‘arta,’ or even ‘Alberta Retired
Teachers’ Association’ to get the most relevant
search results. Touch the image of the magazine
cover to select your choice.
Your choice will be featured on the screen and
will have a description detailed to the right. Click
on the READ button to download and read the
magazine at your leisure. As you read, you can zoom
websites mentioned
in on text and click on links to we
in the articles.

How to Subscribe
Once you’ve downloaded the app on your personal
device, if you would like to subscribe to get
notifications, please take the following steps:
• Using your personal computer, go to news&views
on the Joomag website (bit.ly/2VRgRXC).
NOTE: Signing up can only be done on a personal
computer and not on a tablet — but once
subscribed, all issues can be read on your personal
tablet device.
• Enable Flash if/when your internet browser
prompts you.
• Enter your email when the pop-up appears stating
‘Subscribe to receive future issues of news&views
publication in your inbox.’
• You will receive an email to the address provided
in order to activate your subscription. Click the
link in the email to start receiving issues.
• Log in to your Joomag app and find news&views
issues in ‘My Library’ or in ‘My Publications.’

You will now receive notifications whenever a new
issue of news&views is published.

Tou the image
Touch
of tthe magazine
cov
cover to select
your choice.
y
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Give it a try and please provide us with your
thoughts on Joomag as your digital magazine
newsstand. Do you find it improving your reading
experience? Would you like to transition to
an exclusively digital format? Let us know at
marketing@arta.net. ●

Health Benefits
Gary Sawatzky | Chief Operating Officer, ARTA

ARTA Retiree Benefit Plan’s
Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic
COVID-19 is an unprecedented
event, aﬀecting nearly every aspect
of business around the world,
including the Alberta Retired
Teachers’ Association. ARTA has
taken a number of measures to
ensure the ongoing safety of our
members and employees in this
trying time. We have worked
extensively with our partners
to meet our members’ needs,
facilitating access to benefits and
ensuring appropriate coverage is in
place wherever feasible.
In response to the COVID-19
pandemic, we have implemented
the following changes to the
ARTA Retiree Benefits Plan to
enable continued access to the
plan’s benefits:
1. Members with Extended Health
Care coverage normally can claim
a maximum of five dispensing
fees for maintenance medications.
There are nine categories of
maintenance medications (for
example, anti-hypertensive
medications used to treat
high blood pressure), and this
maximum encourages covered
members to purchase three
months of medications at a time
to minimize dispensing fees.
In late March, however, the
provincial governments of
Alberta and British Columbia
(among other provinces)

advised pharmacies to provide a
maximum thirty-day supply of
prescription drugs to proactively
protect the drug supply. In light
of this advisory, we temporarily
suspended the maximum number
of dispensing fees allowed,
and the plan will continue to
cover your dispensing fees if
you are only able to receive a
thirty-day supply of maintenance
medications at one time.
2. To reduce the number of times
you need to leave your home to
mail claim forms and receipts for
adjudication, we now allow claims
to be submitted via email. We were
already working toward electronic
submission of all claims but have
learned this is a lengthy process.
Since the system to submit claims
electronically is not yet ready,
members can submit claim forms
and scanned receipts to an email
address. We will continue to work
toward the electronic submission
of all claims and will have more to
share with you in the near future.
3. Covered members who use the
services of eligible and certified
paramedical practitioners (such
as psychologists, dieticians, and
speech therapists) providing
services virtually through
FaceTime, Zoom, Skype, or other
electronic means will have their
claims covered.

ARTA took a long-view approach
when it came to monthly benefit
premiums. With the changes
mentioned earlier, the claims
experience was more diﬃcult to
predict — we assumed the plan
would be paying considerably more
for dispensing fees but less for
services provided virtually, such
as chiropractor visits. Dental care
was even more diﬃcult to predict
— while claims certainly decreased
in April and May, we knew that the
majority of these claims were being
warehoused; dental work will still
be required and covered members
will eventually need to make a
dental care claim. The reduced
claims in April and May will likely
be oﬀ-set by a surge in claims
once people are able to visit their
dentists again.
Our health plan is completely
self-insured, with monthly rates
based on the actual costs paid for
services. If overall claims increase
due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
rate action may be required. At
the time of writing (late April),
it’s too early to predict the overall
impact to the health plan, but we
continue to monitor the situation
to ensure members are paying fair
rates for the services used. ●
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2020 WRITING
CONTEST
Deadline for Entries: Friday, November 13, 2020
Announcement of Winners: Spring issue of news&views (March 2021)

Entry Categories:

Rules:

Flash Fiction

• The contest is open to all ARTA

1,000-word maximum
A fictional work of extreme
brevity that still offers character
and plot development.

Poetry
Any form, any subject, any
length.

Comic Strip
Visual storytelling combining
words with illustrations, using
up to six panels. Submitted
comics must be apolitical.
Visit arta.net/writing-contest
for more details relating to the
categories, contest rules, and
entry forms.

How to Submit:
Submit electronic entries as an
attachment to an email with the
subject line WRITING CONTEST
to writingcontest@arta.net.
You will be notified when your
submission has been received.
Please do not resubmit your
entry to the address below if
you have already submitted it
electronically.
Handwritten or typed
manuscripts may be sent to
Writing Contest, c/o ARTA
Office, 11835 149 Street NW,
Edmonton, AB T5L 2J1

members, except members
of any ARTA committee, the
ARTA Board of Directors, or
their families.

• All submissions must be
DFFRPSDQLHGE\WKHRɤFLDOHQWU\
form as the ¿UVWSDJH of the
submission. (Do not send the
HQWU\IRUPDVDVHSDUDWH¿OH 
&RQWDFWWKH$57$RɤFHLIDSULQW
copy of the entry form
is required.

• All submissions must be
original work.

• Submissions with sexuality or

explicit or implied violence will
EHGLVTXDOL¿HG)LUVWDQGVHFRQG
SODFH¿QLVKHUVDUHSXEOLVKHG
in news&views. Submissions
that do not meet the magazine’s
guidelines will not be considered.

• Submissions may be handwritten
or typed.

• (OHFWURQLFVXEPLVVLRQVRI)ODVK

)LFWLRQDQG3RHWU\PXVW be .doc
or .docx; other formats will not
be considered.

• In electronic and typed

submissions, decorative fonts
are not appropriate.

• Entries that exceed the

category word count will
EHGLVTXDOL¿HG

• Electronic submissions of Comic
Strips PXVW be in .jpg or .pdf, at
300dpi resolution or higher.
12 | arta.net

• Submissions are limited to one

entry per category; however,
submissions in more than one
category are welcome. A separate
entry form must accompany each
entry. Each entry must be sent as
DVHSDUDWH¿OH

• 3UL]HVDUHDZDUGHGIRU)LUVWDQG
6HFRQG3ODFH7KHVHOHFWLRQRI
winners by the Communications
&RPPLWWHHLV¿QDO

• Entry submission implies

permission to publish in
news&views. As with all
news&views content, submissions
will be edited using The Canadian
Press Stylebook and the
Canadian Oxford Dictionary. Our
aim is respectful, clear writing
that avoids stereotyping.

• Winners will be advised privately
by letter and publicly in the
spring issue of news&views.

• All entrants retain ownership of

publication rights to their work;
however, we ask that winners not
submit their entries to another
market until after publication
in news&views.

• ARTA retains the right to use the

entries for promotional purposes
during and after
the competition.

• All prizes must be accepted
as awarded.

Communications
Laurie Semler | Chair, Communications Committee

Take a Break at the ARTA Café
The ARTA Café, a pilot initiative of the Communications Committee, was
conceived as a way for ARTA branches to have an increased presence at teachers’
conventions — to connect with active teachers, discuss retirement, and promote
their branches. For 2020, two different formats were tested.
The booth format, piloted at the North Central
Teachers’ Convention in Edmonton, had volunteers
from four diﬀerent branches in an exhibitor booth right
next to the ARTA booth. Coﬀee and cookies attracted
practising teachers at all career stages. The informal
environment allowed branch volunteers to connect
with convention attendees and promote their local
branch. This format allowed high visibility for branches
and many interactions with practising teachers.
The session format, piloted at the South Western
Alberta Teachers’ Convention in Lethbridge,
provided a more focused opportunity to present
information about retirement and branch
membership. Held in a session room and targeting
teachers close to retirement, branch volunteers
participated in a forum presentation. Later, over
coﬀee and cookies, attendees were able to chat
informally with branch volunteers. The advantage
of this style of ARTA Café is that more in-depth
conversations took place.
As a member of Parkland Area Retired Teachers’
Association (PARTA), I was privileged to represent
our branch at the North Central Teachers’ Convention.
The ARTA Café booth format oﬀered multiple
opportunities to interact informally with convention
attendees of all ages. Often, the coﬀee and cookies at
the ARTA Café brought in those who would otherwise
have walked right by both booths. For attendees early
in their careers, we chatted about what they could
look forward to in retirement and provided a very
general overview of the branches and ARTA. For those
close to retirement, we handed out branch brochures
and talked more in depth about retirement. When
ARTA-specific questions arose, we were able to direct

people right next door to the ARTA booth, which was
staﬀed by trained ARTA staﬀ and volunteers.
Interestingly, some of the people who stopped
for a cookie and coﬀee began the conversation with
‘I still have a long way to go before I can retire.’
However, as the conversation unfolded, it turned
out that some of these people were only two or three
years away. It felt very good to be able to direct
them next door to the ARTA booth to begin their
retirement planning journey.
Feedback from branches and volunteers involved in
ARTA Cafés was overwhelmingly positive. With the
success of this pilot initiative, the Communications
Committee has decided to continue this initiative for
a second year. Look for two more ARTA Cafés, at two
diﬀerent teachers’ conventions, in 2021. ●
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Outdoor Living
Duane Radford | Article and All Photos

Cooking Your Catch
Alberta Fish Recipes

Care of Fish and Preparing Your Catch
Fish are highly perishable, and it’s best to ice
them after they’ve been caught and store them in
a cooler to preserve their table qualities. Inland
commercial fishermen pack their catch belly side
down covered with shaved ice. As soon as practical
— and in accordance with the fishing regulations —
they should be gutted or filleted. What gets ruined
in the field cannot be made better in the kitchen.
As a general rule, if you put your thumb on a
fish and the impression doesn’t bounce back, it’s
starting to go bad.
There are several ways to prepare your catch.
Pan-sized trout can be cooked after they’ve been
gutted, scaled, and beheaded, with their kidney
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(located
along their
backbone)
scraped out with
a spoon. Larger
lake whitefish, lake
trout, pike, and walleye
should be filleted. Remove the Y-bones from pike by
cutting alongside the Y-bones in the mid-section of
the fillet with a sharp filleting knife. Some popular
fish seasonings are Cavender’s All Purpose Greek
Seasoning, Cajun, Lemon Pepper, and Old Bay.
Top: Walleye Fillets in Red Peppercorn Sauce
Inset: Cutting out the Y-bones in a pike fillet

Pan-Sized Trout
1. Sprinkle salt and pepper inside
the body cavity and fry in a cast
iron (or non-stick) frying pan,
at a medium/low heat for about
ten to twelve minutes in butter,
canola oil, or lard. Trout can also
be cooked in a skillet over the coals
of a campfire, on a gas or propane

Lake Whitefish, Lake Trout,
Pike, and Walleye
1. It’s best to fillet these fish with
a razor-sharp filleting knife. Make
a perpendicular, downward cut
behind the head to the spine, and
then in one sweeping motion cut
alongside the backbone to the
tail. If you’re going to grill the fish
over a campfire, leave the skin
on, otherwise turn the fillet skin
side down and slice the skin oﬀ,
starting at the tail end.

camp stove, on a stovetop, or
steamed in tinfoil on a barbecue.
Keep a lid on the skillet to retain
the heat. If you like to eat the skin
(which is delicious), dip the fish
in an egg batter and roll in flour
before cooking. Scale the fish
with a serrated knife blade, and
once they’re cooked, remove the
backbone by lifting it out, starting
at the front of the fish and pulling
towards the tail. All that will be left
is the tasty meat, flaky and tender.
2. If you’re in Alberta’s outdoors,
an even simpler recipe for a shore
lunch is to flavour the inside of
the body cavity with seasoning
spices or salt and pepper, wrap
each fish in tinfoil, and bake over
a bed of campfire coals for fifteen

The simplest way to cook fillets
is to fry them in a skillet with a
clove or two of crushed garlic.
They can be cooked with or
without batter. If you prefer
batter, dip them in egg batter, roll
them in flour, and fry in canola
oil, melted butter, or lard for
ten minutes or less. They’ll turn
brown on the outside when done.
Season with your favourite spices.
I like to deglaze the skillet with
a quarter cup of dry white wine,
add a few teaspoons of capers and
freshly squeezed juice of half a
lemon, and use this reduction as
a sauce on top of the fillets.
2. You can cook the fillets on a
grill over the coals of a campfire
by placing them skin side down
on the grill, basting them with

to twenty minutes, turning them
once. Remove the backbone as
per the earlier instructions and
enjoy!
3. If you’re at home, add a few
dashes of some freshly squeezed
lemon juice (a universal flavouring
for fish) and salt and pepper
inside the body cavity. The lemon
juice is highly acidic and acts like
a marinade. Put the trout in a
baking dish lined with tinfoil and
cook it in your oven for fifteen to
twenty minutes at 240 C (450 F),
or until they flake. You could also
first baste the insides with a salad
dressing (e.g., Catalina or French,
something with a zest) instead of
lemon juice.

a salad dressing (e.g., ranch,
vinaigrette), cover them with a
tinfoil dish and cook them for
about fifteen minutes, or until
they flake. Add seasoning spices
to taste. Or bake them in an Asian
sauce with pineapple chunks
(skin oﬀ and wrapped in tinfoil)
on a campfire or barbecue for
approximately twenty minutes.
3. You could also bake fillets of
lake whitefish, pike, or walleye in
a casserole dish for one hour at
200 C (400 F) in a can of tomato
soup and finely chopped white
Spanish onion and diced celery,
after seasoning them with salt
and pepper or other spices.
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Wrap-Up
You don’t have to go all out with
side dishes — some boiled or roasted
potatoes, a vegetable (peas and diced
carrots, steamed asparagus), or
garden salad of your choosing will
all compliment a meal of fish. For
shore lunches, a can of baked beans or
creamed corn are both old standbys.
Fishing Regulations

Battered lake trout shore lunch

An Alberta resident aged sixty-five
or older does not require an angling
licence to fish in Alberta, except
in Canada’s national parks where
a national park fishing permit is
required. All anglers must comply
with the Alberta Guide to Sportfishing
Regulations which are available in print
and online (albertaregulations.
ca/fishingregs). Go online for
information about fishing regulations
regarding Mountain National Parks
in Alberta: pc.gc.ca/en/pn-np/ab/
jasper/activ/activ-experience/
ete-summer/peche-fishing#act. ●
Duane Radford has been writing a
fish and wild game recipes column
in magazines for over twenty years
and has published Fish & Wild Game
Recipes: From the Field to the Table.

Duane says,
“I enjoy cooking
and there’s nothing
better than
locally sourced
fresh organic
fish, fowl, and
wild game.”
Lake Whitefish with Lemon and Herbs
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Staying Ahead of the
Top Investment Risks of 2020
James MacTavish | Senior Advisor, Investor & Industry Education, Alberta Securities Commission

Investing is a great way for Albertans to achieve their financial and retirement
goals, but as the saying goes: If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is.
To help Albertans invest their
hard-earned money wisely, the
Alberta Securities Commission
(ASC) has identified the top traps
to look out for in 2020 based
on information gathered by its
enforcement team.
You Don’t Want to Miss Out
Scam artists are always looking to
capitalize on new and emerging
industries, as there is often
limited information and history
available. This makes it easier to
spread false claims or guarantees.
Like any investment opportunity,
it is important to understand
the risks associated with new
industries like cannabis, foreign
exchange, and crypto-asset
investments before investing.
You Can Trust Me
Aﬃnity fraud is when scam
artists work their way into
groups, religious organizations,
and professional communities,
gaining trust before pitching fake
money-making opportunities.
Sometimes potential victims are
approached by friends, family,
or colleagues who may also have
invested in the opportunity.
Learn how to recognize aﬃnity
fraud and never rely solely on
the trust of others to dictate what
investments are right for you.

Cash Out Your Retirement
Savings, You’ll Earn More
In a struggling economy, scam
artists will often target those
recently laid-oﬀ or retired to play
on the fears and stresses around
their finances. They encourage
victims to cash out traditional
retirement savings plans (e.g.,
pensions, LIRAs, RRSPs) for
investments with the promise
of higher returns, ignoring tax
implications or added risk of
the ‘recommended’ investment.
Be wary of anyone oﬀering
you investment opportunities,
especially those promising high
returns at low risk.
Get Rich Quick!
There is a relationship between
risk and reward; generally, the
higher the potential reward, the
higher the risk. The number of
complaints relating to private,
high-risk investments marketed
as low-risk is on the rise. Often,
salespeople will position the
investment as an ‘exclusive
opportunity’ or ‘how the wealthy
make their money,’ which is just
a high-pressure sales tactic. Take
the time to invest wisely.
Registration Doesn’t Matter,
I Know What I Am Doing
Generally, anyone oﬀering

investments in Alberta must be
registered with the ASC, and
lack of registration is a key red
flag of fraud. Yet, eighty per
cent of Albertans do not check
the registration of their adviser.
Albertans can quickly and easily
verify the registration of any
adviser or organization by visiting
the ASC’s consumer website
Checkfirst.ca.
It’s Just a Loan
Reports of investors being
promised better and safer returns
by loaning money through
something called a ‘promissory
note’ is on the rise. The fraudster
claims that the promissory note
is not a security, so they don’t
have to be registered with the
ASC. They may claim that it’s safe
because it’s backed by assets like
real estate. In reality, it’s a security
and if you’re not on title, the loan
isn’t secured — more importantly,
the ‘loan’ may be just a scam.
Understanding the latest
investment fraud trends and
expanding your financial
knowledge will put you on
the right track. To build your
investing savvy, visit the ASC’s
consumer website Checkfirst.ca
to access a wealth of free,
unbiased tools and resources. ●
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Alberta Lakes
Dangerous and Intriguing
Jock Mackenzie

Near-Tragedy at Gull Lake
“Oh no, oh no, she might drown!” Little 5-year-old
Elise was slowly drifting toward the centre of the
lake as her mother shouted in dismay.
I was working up at the cabin, and even though I
didn’t hear the actual words, an alarm rang in my
head. My wife and our two young children, along
with a neighbour and her two children, had gone
down to play at the beach.
Gull Lake is huge and has an extensive area of
extremely shallow water. Even a preschooler could
wade out a long way before the water got to any depth.
On this day, the moms had taken a variety of beach
toys including some floating devices; the one Elise was
on was a kind of combination chair/lounger.
I remember looking down toward the lake, and as
I’d suspected, something was amiss. The women were
running back and forth, arms in the air. The beach
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was deserted except for our gang and little Elise
drifting farther and farther away. Was she wearing a
life jacket? No. Her little body was tucked up against
the back of the floating lounge chair. At any moment
she might hear the commotion and get oﬀ.
Someone had their motor boat anchored not too
far away. I charged toward it, high stepping against
the mid-calf-deep water. I leapt onto the craft and
tore away the cover. Of course, no keys.
Then a young man on a surfboard appeared,
poling himself through the shallow water. I returned
to the women and frantically explained what was
happening. Courageously, he attempted to pole
himself toward Elise but to no avail. She was drifting
away too quickly, and he soon gave up.
We had quit yelling. We didn’t want to alarm
her. We hoped she would remain still. And then it

and bottom layers are warmer — and less dense.
happened. On this quiet, mid-week day, at an almost
And voila! The denser, heavier top layer sinks.
vacant beach — a motor boat appeared and headed
Imagine — water sinking! The surface water pushes
straight for Elise. It pulled up alongside her and we
downward and displaces the water at the lake’s
could see her being lifted to safety.
bottom. It actually turns over, and the
Moments later she was returned to
water becomes mixed. Chad’s father,
her mother’s arms and all was well.
quite the fisherman, was even able to
Tragedy averted and a lesson
I remember
smell when a lake turned over.
learned. For us city folk, it was
looking
down
Never one to rely on just
a lesson we’ve never forgotten:
toward
the
lake,
one source, I asked another
Beware the oﬀshore breeze!
and
as
I’d
suspected,
mega-fishing friend, Bob, to
The near-tragedy at Gull Lake
something
was
make the murky clear. (If Bob
was the result of total ignorance.
isn’t fishing, he’s sleeping — and I
None of us had ever heard of an
amiss.
trust his expertise.) Bob confirmed
oﬀshore breeze. We were lucky. Since
everything Chad had said and added
that time, I’ve learned some other things
a few more points. He explained that it is
about lakes; one was the odd phenomenon
good for lakes to turn over. The highly oxygenated
of their ‘turning over.’ It turns out that, in normal
water from the surface is forced to the bottom and
circumstances and in lakes of suﬃcient depth, the
supports animal life down below. Also, during the
water at the bottom of a lake trades places with the
spring and fall, the three layers are (another word
water at the top. When? Why? You don’t even have to
not in my daily vocabulary) isothermic — of equal or
grab a life preserver — just read on.
constant temperature with respect to space, volume,
Lakes Turning Over
or pressure. With no variance in any aspect, the
Imagine your normal Alberta lake. It’s a hot (okay,
water does what I thought it always does; it just sits
warm because this is Alberta), blue sky summer day.
there.
The heat from the sun increases the temperature of
That’s it, dear reader. If you were like me, you
the surface water. The rays cannot permeate all the
didn’t understand oﬀshore breezes or lake turnover.
way to the bottom so it’s cooler down there. During
So now I ask, “What is it that causes a lake to
the summer months, the three layers in a lake (my
recede?” ●
friend Chad tells me they’re called the epilimnion
or top layer, the thermocline or middle layer, and
the hypolimnion or bottom layer) are kept separate
because of their density diﬀerences. (Warm water
is usually less dense than cooler water.) As summer
turns to fall, the surface temperature cools to the
critical temperature of 4 C — when water is at its
maximum density. Insulated from above, the middle

A native of Red Deer, Alberta, Jock Mackenzie
is constantly amazed at how much he doesn’t
know . . . but he still enjoys finding out. Fly fishing
season awaits and even a little knowledge there
doesn’t hurt. The fishing is always good even if the
catching isn’t.

Epilimnion layer
Thermocline layer
Hypolimnion layer
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Gardening
Gerald Filipski

Water Conservation
We are living in the time of climate change, and with that comes a new set of
problems for gardeners. We all need to be aware of water conservation, as
conserving this precious resource is in our hands and is our responsibility
as keepers of the earth.
Conserving water can be as simple
as collecting rainwater in a barrel
to use to water your plants. The
barrel can be metal or plastic,
although plastic is easier to
maintain and can be purchased
from many garden centres or
plastic supply companies. Cover the
top of the barrel with a screen or mesh to
keep out debris and mosquitoes, and you are ready
to collect. Make sure the screen is fine enough to
keep the ‘skeeters’ out. Adding a tap or spigot can
make dispensing the water easier. Rainwater does
not contain chlorine or other chemicals found in
city water.
There are some amazing facts when considering
how much rain can be saved from the downspouts of
an average house. You can easily calculate the area
of roof that drains into a downspout by multiplying
the width times the length of the roof. If your roof
measures, for example, 12 metres by 7.5 metres,
the area would be 90 square metres. For every
2.5 centimetres of rain that falls on a 90 squaremetre catchment area, you could capture up to
2,250 litres of water, but the actual amount will
be less considering losses to friction, evaporation,
and spillage. This can go a long way in helping
to preserve one of our most important natural
resources. Also, your plants will love the rainwater
better than tap water.
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Mulching is another eﬃcient way of conserving
water. A 5- to 7.5-centimetre-deep mulch under your
plants will go a long way toward helping to conserve
whatever moisture is in the soil. The type of mulch
is very much a personal decision. There are
commercial mulches available; one
of the best is shredded cedar bark
mulch. You can choose to lay
down a landscape fabric first
to keep the weeds at bay and
then spread the bark mulch
on top for a very neat and tidy
look; or, do as I do and just
lay the bark right on top of the
soil. I find that the cedar bark
mulch breaks down very
slowly, and I just add a
few centimetres of fresh mulch
every year to maintain the level.
Mowing your lawn at a proper height
can also be a great way to conserve
water. Environment Canada
recommends cutting the lawn
to a height of 6.3 to 7.6
centimetres to help with
moisture retention

and crowd out weeds.
Don’t aim for that ‘putting
green’ look by chopping
your lawn too short. The
longer blades of grass will
keep weed seeds from finding
their way easily to the
soil zone. The increased
length keeps the moisture in the
soil better because the sun cannot
reach the soil zone as easily.
In the summer, watering
the lawn and other outdoor
uses can account for up to
fifty per cent of home water
consumption. Studies have
shown that this amount
of water use is wasteful,
and the same results can be
accomplished with far less water.
• Two to three centimetres of water
per week is enough to sustain a lawn.
Leave a measuring container in the yard to
measure rainfall or to gauge how much water is
being delivered from a sprinkler. If enough water
has been provided through rainfall, skip the
watering that week.
• When watering, use a sprinkler
with a low angle or one that
is a pulsating type. Don’t use
sprinklers that shoot the water
high into the air or ones that
have a fine spray or mist.
With this type of

sprinkler, the water can easily evaporate before it
even hits the lawn.
• Another green question is: What is the best time
to water? Most turf experts agree that watering is
best done early in the morning. It is still relatively
cool at this time of the day and the sun is not at
its strongest. The water will have a chance
to penetrate rather than be lost to
evaporation. The turf will have
access to a good source of
moisture during the latter
part of the day.
Watering in early
morning is also better than
watering at night when it
comes to disease control.
Lawns watered during the
evening end up with water
pooling on the leaves, and
the water does not evaporate
as quickly as it does during the
warmth of the day. This encourages
fungal growth and other turfgrass diseases.
Watering during the early morning hours also
allows the plants to absorb the moisture when
they are active during the day rather than when
they are dormant at night. In these times of water
conservation awareness, watering at the right
time of the day is an environmentally friendly
decision to make.
• Also, set the sprinklers to water the lawn and not
the sidewalks and driveways. If you have to move
the sprinkler from time to time to cover the whole
lawn, then make the eﬀort to do so.
Following these watering tips will make sure that
your garden stays green, in more ways than one! ●
Gerald Filipski is a member of the Garden Writers
Association of America and has been gardening
columnist for the Edmonton Journal for over thirty
years. Jerry suspects that many of us will be out
gardening a great deal these days and reports, “It is
already allowing me mental relief from negativity.”
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Proust Questionnaire
Garry Hoffart | Vice-President, ARTA

Garry Hoffart Responds to
a Proust Questionnaire
Garry calls it random abstraction, which you may see in how
his answers to some questions segue toward other questions.
1. What is your motto?
“Where no man has gone before”:
words made famous by Captain
James T. Kirk (a.k.a. William
Shatner) of the USS Enterprise.
These are not my words, but
they do express an idea that
is both one of my talents,
and also one of my greatest
hindrances. It is my belief in
‘what if’ thinking, through my
abstract random character, that
creates this dichotomy of chaos
and tranquility. My random
abstractness kicks into overdrive
when I sit in meetings and the
group is generating possible
solutions, concepts, editions, and
trying to crystal ball projections
either for the future or for the
task at hand. This is a great
attribute for coming up with
options, but it also provides too
many for people to fully consider,
thus sometimes creating chaos.
2. How do you find meaning in
life? (See also, answer to Q5.)
I’m a collector of science fiction
fantasy ever since reading
became a passion for me in
Grade 9. My collection consists
of first edition hardcover books
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from the famous — and not so
famous — authors of this genre.
It also consists of mystery,
crime, and drama novelists. It
even includes the first edition
of my youngest son’s novel, Age
of Souls, which is, of course, a
science fiction fantasy novel.
3. What is your favourite
virtue?
I’ve been called a white knight
— I like to help people who need
assistance or require a little of
the lighter side of life. I like to be
around people. I’m an extrovert.
Whether it’s building a house or
listening with an open ear, “Who
you gonna call?” Sir Garry of the
House Hoﬀart.
4. What is your idea of
happiness? (See also, answer
to Q3.)
“It’s supper time, you munchkins!”
The family is gathered around the
Thanksgiving table for our family
meal. I tell them that I have slaved
all day long, with sweat pouring
down my face, to get this meal
ready and hot on the table. They
all laugh, as they know that this
is one of my favourite times. The

Garry with friend Bumblebee,
Autobot hero.

table comes with plenty of my
home-grown garden vegetables,
pickled beets, relish, pickled
beans, and ice-cream-pail sweet
pickles made from last year’s
harvest.
5. What is your favourite
place in Canada? (See also,
answer to Q4.)
I can’t wait for the summer sun to
be warm enough for going out to
any local stream and letting the
line out of my fly rod. Walking
along the banks and enjoying the
beauty of nature. Getting back
to the campsite and enjoying the
company of family and friends
who are enjoying the outdoors
with me. ●

Spirituality and Wellness
Lloyd Den Boer

Being Thirsty and Being Human
I remember how it felt. The mid-afternoon sun would
be blazing, the humidity high. Then in my mid-teens,
I would be on a hay wagon behind a baler. My job was
to hook bales free of the baler’s chute, lug them to
the back of the wagon, and stack them securely, five
or six rows high. The baler’s pace demanded my full
attention. The pounding of the baler and the growling
of the tractor sealed oﬀ distractions. The heat beat
down. Suddenly, motion, sound, swirling dust —
everything would stop. The mid-afternoon snack had
arrived and with it a jug of fresh well water. Just as
suddenly, I would realize that I was thirsty, desperately
thirsty. Raising the jug high, I would drink on and on,
feeling the chill of the water rise in my belly. Water
was never as good. I would never have enough.
Thirst is a doorway to understanding who we are
and how we relate to our planet. More than half of
our body weight is water. Water is a primary building
block of our cells. We need it to swallow and digest our
food, lubricate our joints, flush wastes and toxins from
our bodies, carry oxygen and nutrients to our cells,
and more. When as little as two per cent of our body’s
water has been lost, we get thirsty. Humans depend
on water; we know that from direct experience. Along
with every other living being on this planet, we are
creatures who need what Earth provides.
Not only do we need the water that Earth provides,
our societies and cultures need the ways that Earth
provides it. Water falls from the sky as rain or snow,
percolates down through the soil, and runs away in
growing streams and rivers until it pools in great
basins, some of them as large as oceans, some of them
far beneath the ground. Marvellously, the water that
falls will also rise, returning to the sky, only to fall
again another day. Without that cycle, the earth would
be barren. We depend on it, too. Agriculture requires
predictable rains. Without waterways, trade would
not have developed as it did. Ways of life that we have

developed over centuries would not be what they are
without the roles that water plays on planet Earth.
When it comes to water, we humans appear to be
situated in cycles and processes that provide for our
needs and enable our development.
The Earth’s water doesn’t always suit our needs.
Water can be threatening. When the Red River rises
bit by bit across southern Manitoba, threatening to
fill every trench and climb every dike, there is little to
feel but dread. When the Bow reaches far beyond its
banks, crashing through towns and destroying urban
environments, we are afraid. Water on the rampage
has power beyond our control.
There is more about water than our needs and our
fears. Water also provides pleasure — sometimes even
joy. A long drink of cool water on a hot, sweaty day
satisfies us. A tumbling waterfall throwing up clouds
of mist as it splatters on smooth rocks astounds us.
The sight and sound of waves soothe us. The feel of
soapy water on our skin refreshes us. The scrape of
sharp blades on hard ice is music to our ears. A world
without water’s pleasures would be a duller world.
We shouldn’t be surprised that water rituals play
significant roles in many of our religions. Water
shows what we are — creatures interacting
with a complex environment that
sustains us. Whatever powers we
may possess, we have certain
fragilities too. Water uncovers
them, but it also uncovers
something else. We have the
capacity for delight. ●
Lloyd Den Boer is retiring
as Dean of Education at The
King’s University after a career
in teaching at every level from
elementary school to teacher
preparation.
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Quarantined in Mazatlan
Lorianne Tenove | Article. Photographs by Phil Bellchamber

We arrived in Mazatlan, Mexico, on January 11, 2020, for another adventure
in education and culture. I was to become the Head of School for an Albertaaccredited school in this beautiful, tropical, oceanside community.

Starting in a school mid-year
is not easy anywhere but, this
being Mexico, the staﬀ and
students were very welcoming
and friendly. It was helpful that
I can speak and understand a
lot of Spanish, as I have had
many life experiences in Mexico,
both volunteering and travelling
throughout the country.
My husband and I were slowly
adjusting to the cultural changes
of Mexico and the Mazatleco life,
when on March 11, the world
tilted for us as it did for many
others in the world.
The brick and mortar part of
our school was closing, and within
days we were to become an online
school. This meant that everyone
— including myself, teachers and
administrators (both Mexican and
Canadian), students, and parents
— were on a steep learning and
technology curve.
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We are now in self-isolation
and possibly will be for months to
come. We are learning powerful
lessons about what is important
for us and our world. I am
comparing it to a long time-out
that children experience in order
to reflect on their behaviour.
We are all reflecting — whether
we like it or not — with each
other, online information, and
reading. It is truly an incredible
time in our lives.
I have a little oﬃce in my
bedroom that I use to try to keep a
routine. We are slowly becoming
experts in online teaching.
We are learning how to
communicate in chat rooms in
two languages. We are all working
together, and there is no drama,
just what is best for children and
their parents.
Families send pictures and
videos of their children working.

The ones that spent the most time
in my oﬃce are working the best
with this new platform!
Their parents are saying, like
television producer Shonda
Rhimes said on Twitter,
“Teachers deserve to make a
billion dollars a year. Or a week.”
Teachers no longer have to
manage student behaviour; they
are teaching and being creative.
They are reaching out all day to
their students and giving them
one-on-one attention.
Publishing and educational
companies are sharing free
resources to help teachers. I can’t
read fast enough to gather all
of this information. Children’s
authors are reading their books
online to children.
The entire education universe
— no matter what country —
has come together to share
and support teachers and

administrators. For years, we have
been talking about twenty-firstcentury learning and changing
how we teach our students.
Well guess what? This Sanitary
Emergency (the term being used
in Mexico) has given us a gigantic
nudge in that direction.
When I am not working in
my homemade oﬃce, Felipe
and I have tried to establish a
daily routine that includes going
for a walk, ordering groceries
online, working on puzzles,
reading, taking online courses,
and learning new recipes like
Mexican enchiladas.
Around us, we see beautiful
flowers — that we have never seen
before — blossoming. The birds
are chirping. The geckos find
ways into our house. Felipe is still
getting bitten by bugs. The waves
are still crashing onto the empty
beach. The sky is consistently
blue and the sun is shining.

I have always loved waking
to birds, but now I really love
waking to the chirping of birds
because they are happy. I
am so grateful that Felipe
bought a hummingbird
feeder, which has attracted
diﬀerent varieties of these
little wonders. One day, right
in front of our eyes was a
tiny little hummingbird’s nest.
We would never have noticed it
before the quarantine because we
would not have taken the time
to see it. As a result, we have
witnessed the hatching of two
tiny birds and what their daily
life is like. These are the wonders
of nature that we often take for
granted.
There is a word in the English
dictionary that could possibly be
removed after this world crisis —
‘rush.’
We have been forced to slow
down in every aspect of our

We are now in self-isolation and
possibly will be for months to come...
I am comparing it to a long time-out
that children experience in order to
reflect on their behaviour.
That is the power of nature. It
is wonder at its best, and it is
comforting in this diﬃcult time in
our world.

lives. We do not rush to work.
We do not rush to the grocery
store. We do not rush for social
engagements. We do not rush our

children or grandchildren to the
multiple activities that they are
enrolled in. We do not rush.
The opposite is happening in
that we are using every minute in
a diﬀerent way and, I believe, we
are learning to truly appreciate
nature, relationships, and our
beautiful world. This is what the
quarantine is teaching me. ●
Lorianne was an educator
and administrator in Calgary
for thirty-eight years and was
also Education Director for
the Tsuutína Nation. She last
described for us her experience
as Head of School for the
Canadian International School
in Guangzhou, China, and is
currently Head of Colegio Rex,
Canadian International School
in Mazatlan, Mexico. Lorianne
is married to Phil, her favourite
photographer. She has three
children, two stepchildren, and
two very precocious grandsons.
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Regularly, we hear that
it is important to stay
as active as possible —
especially as those years
add up. We are also well
aware that these very
same years add fear of
injury. A brief review
of current literature on
aging and exercise is
showing an exercise
that is perfectly suited
for men and women
sixty-five and older.
It is swimming!
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“Some people hate to exercise
because of the pain, but
swimming is one of the few things
where they don’t really have to
worry about that. Because it’s
not a weight-bearing activity,
arthritis patients don’t suﬀer
the knee or hip or joint pain that
they might suﬀer in another
exercise,” reports Dr. Hirofumi
Tanaka, director of the College
of Education’s Cardiovascular
Aging Research Laboratory at the
University of Texas in Austin.
In addition to easing arthritis
discomfort, swimming has proven
to be as eﬀective as cycling and
walking in reducing high blood

pressure and mitigating knee
and ankle pain in overweight
patients. Dr. Tanaka has further
linked swimming to lower
blood pressure, along with
cardiovascular and muscle health,
for it puts seniors in general at
lower risk of orthopaedic injury
while engaged in exercise. In an
Australian study of 1,700 men
aged seventy and older who swam
regularly, thirty-three per cent
were less likely to suﬀer a fall
during daily activities.
Many seniors, particularly
women, have to deal with the
loss of bone density and strength.
Aqua aerobics classes for seniors

Fact Sources: https://bit.ly/2Yd6xNE, https://bit.ly/2Yjyp2O, https://bit.ly/2SjXiHG
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shows th
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can slow
the aging
process.

Swimming
can decrease
bone density
loss in women
by 1-2 per cent
annually.
Swimming ARTA members:
Rob M., Nancy H., Lorraine S.
(and Rob M. again).
Nancy H. with goggles.

have proven to be eﬀective in reducing the
progression of osteoporosis and can help
prevent it.
Swimming, when used as an exercise, is an
aerobic activity. This means that swimming
can increase heart rate which, over time,
supports the heart in becoming stronger and
more eﬃcient at pumping blood through your
body.
Other studies show swimming regularly
promotes mental health. Swimming boosts
the brain’s production of chemicals that
increase happiness and the ability to
deal with tension. It can also provide an
opportunity for interaction with others and
decrease feelings of isolation and depression
experienced by many seniors. Many facilities
have water exercise classes geared toward
seniors. Some of these classes could include
aquacise, stroke improvement, or beginner
classes. Most facilities oﬀer public lane
swimming where you are able to swim at your
own pace.
So — jump right in — making waves is good
for you! ●
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Meet Me in Malta
Martin Ciesielski | Article and Photographs

I’m standing outside a bar called Fat Harry’s on Halel Street in Bugibba — where
am I? Yes, Malta! This island nation is a mini-Europe packed into only 122 square
miles of temples, museums, and fortresses.
As a strategic lily pad in the Mediterranean pond,
Malta has been invaded, conquered, and rescued
many times in its history. Inhabitants included
Neolithic people from Sicily, the Phoenicians,
Romans, Arabs, Normans, Knights of St. John,
French (briefly), and British.
Meet me in Malta. Let’s start in the capital city,
Valletta. This was named Europe’s cultural capital
in 2018 for good reason. Enter the city arches and
throw a wishing coin into Triton’s Fountain. Walk
the maze of cobblestone streets, become part of the
past, and forget the present. Red telephone booths
(does anyone still use them?), bistros, and ornate
balconies sprinkle the streetscape. If we get lost, just
remember all roads wind down to the sea.
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On the right of Republic Street is St. John’s
Co-Cathedral, one of Europe’s finest cathedrals
with gold gilded walls and baroque artwork,
including The Beheading of John the Baptist
by Caravaggio. Awe-inspiring even to the
unconverted! The nearby Grandmaster’s Palace
testifies to the wealth and importance of its
builders, the Knights of Malta. Now used as the
Oﬃce of the President, the artwork is a history
lesson and the armoury a reminder of the battles
fought over Malta.
A cobblestone’s throw away are the national
museums of Archaeology and of Fine Arts. Both are
world class and enlightening about Malta’s past. But
that will wait for another day…

As a strategic lily pad in the Mediterranean
pond, Malta has been invaded, conquered,
and rescued many times in its history.

Turn south to
the refreshing
Upper and
Lower Barrakka
Gardens for photo
to
ops of the Grand
d
Harbour. The noon-time
cannon salute fills the harbour with a puﬀ of smoke.
At the harbour, a ferry will whisk us across to the
original Three Cities. We will navigate the windy
medieval streets to the Inquisitor’s Palace, where the
Inquisitor lived upstairs in luxury and the heretics
languished in the prison below. Malta has 359
churches, still ninety-eight per cent Roman Catholic.
Let’s go in February and celebrate Carnival. On a
Sunday, it seems like all 440,000 of Malta’s citizens
are in Valletta for the spectacular parade and party
of dancers, outlandish costumes, and Salvador
Dali-like floats. If the parade pushes us to the side
streets, we can always have a chicken pot pie and a
Maltese Rosé at a side café until the surge subsides.

From Valletta’s transit hub, we can take a bus
to the hilltop city of Mdina, a walled fortress
recognizable from Game of Thrones. Across
the moat bridge to the Front Gate and then
inside ‘The Silent City’ we will be disoriented
by the spiderweb of limestone walls and
b
sskinny cobblestone alleys. Shops, restaurants,
cchurches, and the art-laden Palazzo Falson
lline the many squares of this magical UNESCO
World Heritage Site.
On the ride through the rocky, stone-walled
countryside, we can recognize the British legacy in
Malta. Although the Maltese gained independence
in 1964 and joined the EU in 2004, English (with
Maltese) is still one of their oﬃcial languages. They
drive on the left side of the road, roundabouts
are prevalent, and the English justice and school
systems (complete with school uniforms) are used.
Small wonder Malta has over 450,000 British
tourists a year!
Opposite Page: Grand Harbour, Valletta
Circle above: Lower Barrakka Gardens, Valletta
Bottom Left: Carnival Float, Valletta
Bottom Center: Carnival, Valletta
Bottom Right: Palace de Palazzo, Mdina
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Watch Tower, Blue Grotto

Ggantija stone altars, Gozo

Even with the strong British presence, Italian,
Turkish, and eastern European flavours add spice
to Malta’s cultural stew. Rabbit is their national
dish (yes, it does taste like chicken), but lamb, goat,
and English-style fish and chips pair perfectly with
Maltese wines or their national lager, Cisk.
When we reach the Blue Grotto, we can travel no
further west. With its rocky shores, salt-scented
breezes, and hideaway caves, the Blue Grotto seems
to be in permanent summer. After refreshments at
a seaside café, we can walk uphill to the temples of
Hajar Qim and Mdajdra. They are the best preserved
megalithic temples built by the mysterious Temple
Builders over five thousand years ago. To grant
them UNESCO World Heritage Site status seems
underwhelming. Perhaps someday archaeologists
and historians will understand the who and why of
these temples.
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At the northernmost point of Malta, past the
summer resort town of Bugibba, we can board the
ferry at Ċirkewwa to Gozo. The half hour sail will
pass the small Maltese island of Comino, home to
the Blue Lagoon. Gozo is Malta’s little sister island
and boasts a lusher countryside. A bus will wind us
up to its picturesque capital, Victoria, and we can
then walk to the Cittadella (Citadel).
The Cittadella is a medieval-style walled city
situated high on Gozo’s central plateau. Visible from
almost anywhere on the island, it is where Gozitans
sought refuge when invaded or under siege.
Towering, oversized walls still shelter the cathedral,
the old prison, museums, and hungry tourists.
In the nearby town of Xaghra is Ġgantija, the
earliest of Malta’s megalithic temples. Ġgantija:
even the name commands respect as the oldest
free-standing structure in the world, built in

36 BC, long before Stonehenge or the
3600
pyramids.
To stand inside the temple,
p
rreflect upon a stone altar, or touch a
five thousand year old hieroglyphic is a
humbling experience. This is perhaps
h
Malta’s most treasured UNESCO site.
M
A summer playground, Europeans
throng to Malta’s heat, beaches, and
th
sailboats. But the oﬀ-season has its
sail
advantages with sparse crowds, no lineups,
adva
reasonably priced accommodation.
and re
Whenever
Whenev you visit, be sure to leave enough
really see Malta. A month was barely
time to rea
long enough,
enoug although it did provide a lifetime
of memories.
memorie ●
After teach
teaching in Edmonton for thirty years,
Martin Ciesielski now enjoys writing in a variety
of genres including poetry, song writing (The
Proletarian Chronicles), and music (especially
classic rock) blogging. Martin hopes to inspire
you to ‘meet in Malta’!

You gotta love poolside service.

Top CIrcle: Hajar Qim Temple
Bottom Circle: The Three Cities

Live a little.
There are few things better than sitting under a dark,
starlit Canadian sky, warm from the crackling ﬁre, and
enjoying the silence. Camping continues to be a popular
summer activity, though it can feel like a lot of work to
either tent or pull a full trailer.
Cees Stolk started Gnome Homes to make it easy to get
outdoors and enjoy camping with hand made, Transport
Canada-certiﬁed teardrop trailers. They are small enough
to be towed by almost any vehicle, but are packed with
features including sleeping, eating, and storage space.
Choose one of four standard trailer models and then add
additional custom features that best suit your needs. Since
2017, Stolk has produced 45 trailers, and plans to build
another 50 this year, a number that may seem small, but
— as Stolk notes — “quality and craftsmanship cannot be
mass produced.”

gnomehomesinc.com
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Painting With Water
Jane Thrall | Article and Artwork

Painting with pigments suspended in water has a rich and lengthy history. The oldest
known examples of watercolour painting are those found on the walls of caves
dating to the Upper Paleolithic era (44,000 years ago). Ochre and charcoal pigments
were mixed with water to create handprints and simple figurative paintings.
The Chinese were using ink
and wash techniques as long
ago as 4000 BC and Egyptian
artists were some of the first
to paint on papyrus in 3000
BC. It was the Renaissance
that popularized watercolour
painting among European artists
such as Albrecht Dürer and Hans
Hoﬀman, and by the nineteenth
century artists such as Audubon
were producing notable works.
Painting in watercolour requires
some specialized tools. Good
quality paper is key to creating a
lasting piece of art, but so are high
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quality paint and proper brushes.
Look for a cold-pressed acid-free
140-pound paper that will be able
to handle water and abrasion from
brush work.
The best brushes are thought to
be made from sable and squirrel
hair, but some synthetic bristles
mimic the fluidity of animal hair
well. You’ll need a variety of sizes
and shapes of brushes from large
rounded heads to fine pointed tips.
Modern watercolour paints are
made from pigments bound to
gum arabic and can be purchased
in a dry cake or in a tube. Cakes

are convenient for travel, tubes
are better for large scale projects.
Notoriously unforgiving,
watercolours dry quickly and
require a degree of confidence to
apply to paper. The artist must
be able to adapt techniques and
adjust mid stroke to compensate
for the paint’s ability to wander
in its own direction. Too
much water in a brush can be
disastrous; too little pigment can
give paintings a washed out look.
The key to confident
watercolour painting is
experimentation and practice.

Here are some techniques to try:

Wet on Wet

Wet on Dry

Glazing

Use a water-filled brush to lay
down a layer of clean water
on a portion of your paper.
Now fill a brush with colour,
add it to the wet paper, and
watch the pigment spread.
This gives an airy blurred
quality to the painting and is
ideal for backgrounds or to
fill large spaces.

With this technique, the
paper is dry before applying
the paint. You may already
have some background
in place but have given
the paper a chance to dry
first. This works great for
adding detail.

Glazing is a technique of
layering fresh paint on
top of dry paint to create
new hues. Because
watercolour paints have
some transparency,
layering and building
colour adds dimension.

Blending

Salting

Paint Lifting

A good way to practise
and visualize the eﬀect of
blending is to fill an area with
one colour, another area with
a second colour, and then
link the two with a bridge
of water. Experimenting
with paint blending is a
fun way to confirm your
colour mixing lessons from
elementary school.

Using salt in watercolour
painting is a great way to
add texture. Apply paint to
an area, and when some of
the water has disappeared,
sprinkle salt crystals. Once
completely dry, the salt
is brushed oﬀ to reveal a
dappled eﬀect that adds
unique texture.

This technique can be used to
add depth and dimension to a
painting, or simply to correct a
mistake. If the paint is still wet,
lifting the pigment is relatively
easy and can be done with
a dry brush or paper towel.
Dry paint can be lifted from
the paper by applying water
and using a brush or towel to
absorb the released pigment.●

Jane Thrall is a self-proclaimed ‘dabbler’ in the arts. She spends quiet time learning new techniques and
expanding her repertoire of skills. She’s an accomplished gardener, woodworker, and knitter, as well as writer.
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Classiﬁeds
WATERFRONT three-bedroom, furnished, quiet, relaxing,
and spacious Beach House on the Bay.
Rental available weekly or monthly (off-season rates $850/week; $1,850/month with
limited time available July and August) on beautiful Vancouver Island, located between
Parksville and Qualicum Beach overlooking French Creek Marina with walk-on beach
access. Fishing excursions and tours available at the marina.
Sleeps six people comfortably with three bedrooms and 2.5 bathrooms with all amenities
included (cable, internet, hydro).
Please contact by email kapitt@shaw.ca or by phone 250-248-3446 for pictures and details.

WAITING FOR YOU — The Perfect Retreat:
Ocean-Front Condo on Beautiful Vancouver Island
When COVID-19 is behind us and you need a change of scenery, there is no better place
than Vancouver Island. Summer is coming, and that is when Vancouver Island is at its
prettiest! Enjoy this comfortable, newly updated two-bedroom, two-bathroom townhousestyle vacation rental condominium for a short stay or a long visit. Available by the week or
by the month. Located just north of Ladysmith, BC, and ten minutes south of Nanaimo.
Bask in the temperate year-round climate of Vancouver Island while listening to the
calming sounds of the ocean right outside your front door. Great hikes, golfing, fishing,
gourmet dining, live theatre, and shopping are just a short distance away. Visit our website
yellowpointhaven.com or call Scott at 1-604-761-9179.
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It’s Never Too Late
Barbara Glasier

Nobody was more surprised than I was when I published my first
novel at the age of 72. I’m somewhat embarrassed to admit that
it took eleven years to do it.
My initial motivation for writing this book was a
dream I had. Why I dreamt what I did is beyond me.
Sometimes dreams do connect to what’s going on
in our lives; other times, they come out of left field
and make no sense. Amazingly, the dream stayed
with me all day. I thought about it while I got ready
for work, while at work, and while making supper. I
kept thinking, “There’s a story here. I could write a
book about this.” After cleaning up the dishes, I sat at
my computer and started writing. The story poured
out. I wrote and researched almost non-stop for
several weeks. I put a pen and paper by my bedside
as my thoughts about the story were pervasive, often
popping up just as I was going to sleep or waking up.
I kept a notebook in my purse because, throughout
my day, ideas just kept coming. I was immersed in
the story. It was a bit scary and definitely exhilarating
to be so driven to write.
As my story developed, my motivation changed
from just telling the story in my dream to examining
how a family would deal with a white-hot emotional
crisis, supporting each other and coming to love a
vulnerable child who desperately needed them. I
became the reader of my novel as I was writing it. I
said to myself, “This story better end well or I won’t
be happy with this book!”
Then I retired and my whole life changed. I was
about seventy-five per cent done, and I dropped it.
We started to travel and were deciding whether to
move. I found myself in a bit of a whirlwind. After an
eight-year hiatus, I picked up my book again and told
my husband I was determined to finish it.
I had never written a book before, and I had a great
deal to learn and a huge lack of confidence. I have
many people to thank for their encouragement and

help. I showed a good friend
my story when it was only five
chapters long. After she read
it, she encouraged me to keep
going. My family was encouraging, but they’re
my family. My cousin did the first edit of my whole
book and gave me the confidence to share it further.
Then I met a local published author at the Lacombe
Writers’ Group and dared to ask her to read it and
share her thoughts. Her words were so encouraging.
“Congratulations on a fine story. You’ve done a
terrific job in building a set of compelling characters
who are struggling with emotional upheaval and a
startling new set of circumstances.” I suspected she
too was just being kind, but she followed up with
some wise advice on how to improve it. This gave me
the courage to take the next step: to seek a publisher.
Still not fully convinced, the first thing I asked for
was an evaluative edit prior to signing a contract to
see if my book was worth publishing. These were
some of the editor’s words: “The stakes are huge and
they rise as the story unfolds… the twists and turns
kept me turning the pages. I heartily enjoyed this
book.” Again, I was sure she was being kind, but she
did convince me to take the publishing leap. Now my
readers will be my true evaluators. That is the really
scary part!
I believe the story will appeal to grandparents
and parents alike, as it demonstrates their
lifelong relevance in the lives of their children and
grandchildren. It is also for those who like to read
about strong emotion and family dynamics in the
midst of mystery and intrigue. It’s educational and
entertaining. A Critical Human Error is based in
Western Canada, which may attract some readers. ●
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Book Review
Blair Lowry | Pension and Financial Wellness Committee

Don’t Worry, Retire Happy:
Seven Steps to Retirement Security
Tom Hegna is a renowned international economist, author, and speaker who
has worked in the retirement planning industry for over thirty years. He has
written three books, including the best-selling Paychecks and Playchecks:
Retirement Solutions for Life.
Don’t Worry, Retire Happy: Seven Steps to Retirement Security. Tom Hegna.
Arizona: Tross Press. 2015. Available at the ATA Library, Barnett House, Edmonton.

Happiness is important in
retirement. Retirees who receive
regular income are much happier
than those who don’t. Other
factors can increase happiness: live
with a purpose, remain socially
active, and stay healthy. However,
although everyone wants to live a
long life, longevity multiplies other
risks in retirement, including the
market, inflation, deflation, taxes,
and long-term care.
Step 1 – What Is Your Plan?
(Golf is not a plan)
Ask yourself two questions about
your retirement income: what do
you need it to do and what do you
want it to do. It must cover your
basic living expenses. Don’t make
mistakes like underestimating life
expectancy, paying too much tax,
not planning for inflation, and not
preparing for health-care expenses.
Step 2 – Maximize Social
Security Benefits
Although this is an American
book, the retirement savings
vehicles and payouts are similar
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in Canada. Maximize your social
security benefits by timing when
to begin payout.
Step 3 – Explore a Hybrid
Retirement
This is when a retiree keeps
working after leaving their
primary career. Working an extra
five years can boost retirement
income by fifty-six per cent.
Step 4 – Protect Your Savings
from Inflation
Hegna discusses annuities as well
as owning gold and real estate.
Step 5 – Secure More
Guaranteed Lifetime Income
(GLI)
GLI can make or break your
retirement lifestyle. Sources
of GLI include social security
benefits (OAS), pension benefits,
and annuity payouts. Hegna
promotes annuities because their
payments come from principal,
interest, and longevity credits.
Step 6 – Plan for Long-Term Care
Most people will end up needing
long-term care. Long-term care

insurance protects your assets,
spouse, and loved ones while
giving you peace of mind, control,
independence, and dignity.
Step 7 – Use Home Equity Wisely
Retirees can access the equity in
their homes by selling the house
and downsizing (the proceeds
from a principal residence are tax
free), taking a loan against the
home equity, or getting a reverse
mortgage.
Hegna also has tips for those
who have started late, a special
note for women, and discusses
issues for non-traditional couples.
The last chapter covers life
insurance and retirement. Life
insurance is a tax-eﬃcient way of
covering final expenses, providing
a legacy, and giving to charity.
Some experts advise clients to
skip life insurance, wrongly
assuring them that their house
will be paid oﬀ, they will have a
pension, and their kids will be on
their own. ●

Hear Better,
Live Better

Throughout the recent COVID-19 situation, the health, safety and well-being of our clients and employees is the top priority
of HearingLife. We hope to have our hearing clinics re-opened and operational nationwide with new safety procedures in
place by the end of July. Please reach out to us if you have any questions about your hearing health and services.

How healthy hearing can
improve your life.
Here are some important reasons why detecting hearing
loss and acting on it will lead to a happier, more fulﬁlling life.
You’ll say yes more often: Think of how much better you’ll
feel when you can embrace new opportunities — no more
worry of missing out.

As a member of ARTA you will
receive the following special offers.

10%
50
FREE

No more excuses: Sometimes you make up reasons not to
join friends or family. It’s hard for them to understand why,
especially since all they want is to spend time with you.

50 AIR MILES® Reward Miles
(compared with 25 Miles for
non-members) for completing
a FREE hearing test.*
Up to 2,000 AIR MILES®
Reward Miles (compared with
up to 1,000 Miles for nonmembers) with the purchase
of select hearing aids.

You’ll feel more in control of your life: We waste a lot of
energy ﬁnding ways to cope with awkward situations. It’s
better to turn the awkward situation into a positive one.
You can live in the moment: You have the right to feel fully
involved in life. Your life. It wears you down to keep saying,
“Pardon? Can you repeat that?”

Additional 10% off the
regular price or limited time
promotional price of select
hearing aids.

3

YEAR

Three Year Guarantee – 3
year product warranty and
3 years of complimentary
products and services.

HearingLife is your partner in hearing health. Have you heard? You can test your hearing while in the comfort of your
home! Visit HearingLife.ca/OnlineTest to test your hearing now. You can reach HearingLife at 1-833-885-4748
A comprehensive hearing assessment is provided to adults ages 19 and older at no cost. The results of this
assessment will be communicated verbally to you. If you request a copy of the Audiological Report, a fee will
apply. Child hearing tests are conducted at select locations for a fee, please contact us for more information.
Some conditions may apply. Reward Mile offer is limited to adults ages 50 and over and is non-transferable.
Please allow up to 45 days for the reward Miles to appear in your collector account. ®†™†Trademark of AIR MILES®
International Trading B.V. Used under license by LoyaltyOne Inc. and Canada Hearing Ltd. Offer not valid in
Quebec. [1] https://campaignforbetterhearing.ca/research/

Promo Code:

MAG-OHT-ARTA

Waterways:

Alberta Remembrances
Edith Smith VanKleek | Courtesy of Diane Grainger

Just before and
after the turn
of the century,
homesteading
was at its peak,
and Canada
beg
began to grow
in population.
Smith
Sm
S
mitth fami
family route, 1912 (inside
cover of Our Trail North).
ffront
fr
ront cove

In 1911, my parents came from South Dakota to Red Deer, Alberta, to look for
land. There were still some available homesteads in central Alberta, but ‘distant
pastures looked greener.’ Many aspiring homesteaders headed for the newly
opened land in the Peace River country of northern Alberta, as advertised in the
Edmonton paper.
My father had been ill for a long time and could not
go to a homestead. When he passed away, my mother
used his insurance money to follow their dream.
My mother had given birth to sixteen children, and
because of their varying ages, not all had come to
Canada. She began to plan the trip with her only son,
aged 33, and four of her daughters, aged 15, 13, 11
(me), and 8.
We went by train to the Athabasca Landing with all
of our necessary household belongings and animals.
From that point we travelled in a covered wagon to our
homesteading destination.
The Edmonton, Dunvegan and British Columbia
(ED&BC) railway was being built into the north, and
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homesteaders flocked ahead of the railroad to pick out
a good piece of land.
The Athabasca Trail was laid out around the turn of
the century during the mad rush to the Klondike gold
fields. It was said that three men were hired to cut
a trail through the bush from Athabasca Landing to
Grouard.
In those days, there were no airplanes to fly over
the country and seek high land for the road, so it just
followed the route the boat took, from Athabasca
Landing to Mirror Landing and then followed the
Little Slave River and the shore of Lesser Slave Lake.
People said that all you needed to travel the Athabasca
Trail was a string to snare a rabbit and a lard pail to

cook it in. If you really insisted on luxuries, you could
fill one pocket with tea, and the other with salt, and
keep your matches dry.
We were told that it was seventy-five miles from
Athabasca Landing to Mirror Landing, but that distance
must have been as the crow flies. We weren’t flying
above the trees, but were winding around through
the thick forest that stretched the whole way, in deep
mud and mosquitoes. Flies bit the horses and us ’til we
could hardly stand them. Sometimes in the evenings,
we would hear coyotes howling, yapping their strange
disturbing choruses. Occasionally, we heard the cry of a
timber wolf that would send chills down our backs. The
last part of the trail near Mirror Landing was covered
with heavy timber, the trees so close together you
couldn’t see very far. You would be out of sight of your
group just a short way into the trees.
There were no road signs to tell us where we were as
we plodded along, ’til one day we heard the sound of an
d
axe chopping in the distance. We held our breath, and
listened. We had reached Mirror Landing at last.
The hamlet of Mirror Landing was at the mouth
of the Lesser Slave River where it empties into the
Athabasca, and was established during the first years
of the nineteenth century when paddle-wheeled,
steam-driven river boats plied the Athabasca. This
is where freight destined for Grouard and the Peace
River country as far as Dunvegan and Fort Vermilion
was unloaded. It was hauled around the rapids on thee
Lesser Slave River to Sota Landing, and then loaded
d
onto a smaller boat that went up Lesser Slave River and
along the shore of Lesser Slave Lake to Grouard.

Adapted with permission from Our Trail North, the
memoirs of Edith (Smith) VanKleek (1902–1995),
now out of print. All rights reserved.
Edith VanKleek was born on a farm in Canton, South
Dakota. Her family first moved to Red Deer where
they ran a hotel and then moved to a homestead
in the High Prairie region. Edith was an avid learner
and writer, and eventually became a teacher.
She authored three books: Moving to Canada
(unpublished), Our Trail North, and The Way It Was.

Because of the work of unloading the boats and
hauling the freight over the sixteen-mile portage,
Mirror Landing was a busy place in 1912. It had stores
to accommodate the working population, livery stables,
a restaurant, poolroom, and a couple of boarding
houses. In winter, Mirror Landing was kept alive by a
population of Indigenous people, trappers, and traders.
The men went over to look at Mirror Landing, and to
learn anything they could about the roads. They found
a sawmill there. We women wanted to see the place
too, but someone had to stay at camp, and anyway, we
weren’t too presentable. We were barefooted, in shabby
clothes, our faces covered with mosquito and fly bites,
and our hair tangled from catching it in the trees.
We set up camp outside the hamlet of Mirror
Landing. We didn’t see anyone until morning, when we
saw teamsters starting out on the trip to Sota Landing
(‘sota’ meaning soda — the rapids bubbled) with their
loaded four-horse teams and wagons. ●

Edith Smith, seated, first on
the left, beside her father.

Edith’s granddaughter, Diane Grainger, a teacher
retired from Edmonton Public and Sturgeon school
divisions, submitted these excerpts from Edith’s
book. Diane recalls the first memories of her
grandmother teaching in the one-room schoolhouse
where she, due to family circumstances, attended
with her grandmother from the age of two.
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From Our Partners
Rachel Hughes, RN | HumanaCare

Living Well with COPD:
Diet and Nutrition
for Optimal Health
Our diet has a direct impact
on our health and overall
functioning. Adequate
nutrition is important for
all — but it is especially
important for those living
with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD).
COPD is a progressive disease
of the lungs and airways usually
caused by prolonged exposure to
smoke, pollutants, or chemicals.
Since this is a respiratory
condition, many people may not
realize just how much their diet
can impact the disease. Proper
nutrition will not cure COPD, but
it can make living with it much
more manageable.
Did you know that the muscles
used for breathing can require
up to ten times more energy
in a person with COPD? It
is essential to plan meals to
include an adequate amount
of lean protein and a variety of
nutrients to allow your body to
create enough energy to keep up
with the demand. We all know
it is important to drink enough
water, but just how much is
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enough? And does this amount
change for those diagnosed with
COPD? It is recommended that
individuals with the disease drink
at least eight cups of water per
day (unless otherwise instructed
by your healthcare professional),
and limit caﬀeine intake. This
will help to keep secretions loose
so that they may be expelled
with ease. Also keep in mind
that those with COPD have an
increased risk of developing
respiratory infections. Adequate
nutrition and fluid intake helps
the body fight oﬀ infections and
recover after an illness.

Gas and bloating can intensify
shortness of breath. Individuals
with COPD should try to avoid
overeating and limit their
consumption of foods that cause
an excessive amount of gas or
bloating. Some problematic
foods include:
• fried and greasy foods
• spicy foods
• certain vegetables, such as
beans, Brussels sprouts,
broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower,
cucumbers, and soybeans
• carbonated drinks

It can be helpful to keep a food
diary to keep track of which foods
cause gas or bloating, as our
bodies do not all react to foods in
the same way.
Shortness of breath while
eating is a common concern for
those with COPD. Here are some
ideas to help reduce shortness
of breath during or immediately
following meals:
• Have four to six smaller meals
per day instead of large ones to
prevent overfilling the stomach,
which would leave less space
for the lungs to inflate.
• Avoid triggers such as smoke,
strong perfumes, and pollution
as much as possible before and
during meal time.
• Clear the airways before eating
and allow enough time to
recuperate and reoxygenate
before beginning a meal.
• Eat slowly, taking smaller bites,
and take slow deep breaths
while chewing.
• If possible, try to drink any
liquids after the meal is
finished — filling the stomach
with liquid before a meal can
cause overfilling or bloating.
• Be sure to eat while sitting up
straight, especially if shortness
of breath is positional.

Another prevalent
issue for individuals
with COPD is
fatigue. Recurring
or excessive
fatigue can actually
prevent people with
the disease from
obtaining enough
nutrients each day.
Here are some tips
to conserve energy and
ensure adequate intake:
• Have nutritious, protein-rich
meals in the morning, since
fatigue tends to accumulate
as the day progresses and can
reduce intake at dinner time.
• Eat the most nutrient-dense
foods on the plate first, in case
fatigue prevents you from
eating the full meal.
• Take some time to rest
before eating.
• Prepare meals ahead of time,
and ask for help from others.
Cooking dinner prior to eating
may take up a lot of energy.
Limiting foods high in sugar and
salt with little nutritional value,
especially fast and processed
foods, is a must. These foods can
contribute to unhealthy abdominal
weight gain. Abdominal weight
gain can lead to increased work for
the heart and lungs. Unnecessary

It is
recommended
that individuals with
COPD drink at least

eight cups
of water per day.

body weight can also increase the
overall oxygen demand which can
worsen shortness of breath. On
the opposite end of the spectrum,
being underweight can increase
fatigue and weakness, and
increase susceptibility to infection.
Maintaining a healthy weight is
essential: see your physician or
dietician to find out if you should
be losing, gaining, or maintaining
weight in order to achieve optimal
health while living with COPD. ●

ARTACares is provided by HumanaCare, an Alberta-based health and wellness provider with more than
thirty-five years of Canadian health-care experience. For more information on health and wellness topics,
webinars, and articles, visit your eldercare portal: ec.myworklifeportal.com/index.html
This article took information from several reliable websites including ClevelandClinic.org, American Lung
Association, and BC Health.
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From Our Partners
Laurie Bauer | Business Development Manager, TW Insurance Brokers

Five Ways to
Protect Your Home
Against Flooding
Every year, thousands of homes in Canada experience flooding. With extreme
weather conditions on the rise, the risk of damage from flooding is increasing as well.
Just last year, a total of 17,494 dwellings in Canada
were flooded or were at risk of flooding1 and the
spring flooding in Ontario, Quebec, and New
Brunswick caused $160 million worth of insured
damage.2 In 2013, the Calgary flood contributed to
one of the costliest years for flood damage, causing
insurance companies to create and start oﬀering
overland flood insurance to protect homeowners. If
your home floods, water damage is not a cheap fix:
you could be facing an average cost of $43,000 to
repair a flooded basement.3
The best way to protect yourself and your home
from flooding is to be proactive. Follow these five
tips to protect your home from water damage.
1. Learn from the past
If your house has leaked before, it will likely leak
again. Before the heavy rains find their way into
your home, make sure you repair any cracks in
your walls or foundation that have previously
caused flooding.

Worried about flooding?
Be proactive and stop water from
damaging your home with these
flood prevention tips.
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2. Clear out debris
Built up debris in your gutters, eavestroughs, and
window wells can keep water from draining away
from your home properly. Keep these areas free
from debris and build-up before heavy rain comes.
3. Get your pump ready
Make sure your sump pump is ready to go before the
storm hits. Test your sump pump regularly and make
sure you have a battery or back-up power source in
case your power goes out in a storm. In addition to
having a sump pump, installing a back-water valve
will prevent flooding from sewer backup.

do not protect your home from flooding from
external sources, such as rain or sewer backup. Save
yourself the trouble of spending $43,0003 to repair
your flooded basement by getting overland flood
insurance and sewer backup coverage.
Overland flood insurance will protect from
loss or damage due to flooding caused by sudden
accumulation of rain, run-oﬀ of surface water, and
overflows from any body of fresh water. Sewer
backup coverage will help if your home floods due
to rupture or escape from the sewer, a drain, a sump
pump, or a septic system.
The availability of these coverages is dependent
on your location and on your insurance carrier; call
your broker today to discuss adding these coverages
to your home insurance policy. ●

4. Check for leaks from above
Damaged shingles or worn out skylights can be an
easy entry point for water during a storm. Have a
professional inspect your roof to make sure you
don’t get water damage from a leak.
5. Give the water somewhere to go
Make sure that you have methods in place to direct
water away from your home. If you notice water
pooling around your home, try getting your yard
regraded, using downspout extensions, installing a
foundation drain tile, or removing plant debris that
can prevent soil from draining properly. It’s also very
important to check that your roof drainage directs
away from your house and does not enter the sanitary
sewer through the weeping tile adjacent to your house
foundation; it should only enter the storm sewer.4

Facts for this article have been gleaned from several
reliable websites, including:

Get the right insurance coverage
If your home floods despite your best prevention
eﬀorts, it can be expensive to repair water damage
without insurance coverage. Most home insurance
policies cover water damage if a pipe bursts but

1
2
3
4

Statistics Canada
Floodlist.com
Insurance Business Magazine
Alberta Flood Preparedness Guide

2020 Scholarship Information
community involvement, and volunteer work. Future
goals, personal accomplishments, and supporting
letters of reference are also significant in selecting the
scholarship recipients.
ARTA–TW INSURANCE
DEGREE SCHOLARSHIPS
Through ARTA, TW Insurance Brokers
provides scholarships for undergraduate
students registered in a degree program who
are related to an ARTA member.

ARTA CERTIFICATE/DIPLOMA SCHOLARSHIPS
Through its own generosity, ARTA provides
scholarships to students in a certificate or
diploma program of two or more years at an
accredited post-secondary institution and who
are related to an ARTA member.

Degree Scholarships

Certificate/Diploma Scholarships

(two each to be awarded)

(two each to be awarded)

•
•
•

•
•
•

$5,000
$3,000
$2,000

$5,000
$3,000
$2,000

Application forms and criteria for the 2020 scholarships are
available online at ARTA’s website, arta.net, or by writing to:
Chief Executive Officer, Alberta Retired Teachers’ Association
11835 149 Street NW, Edmonton, AB T5L 2J1
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From Our Partners
Wendy Sheehan | Manager, Client Experience, ASEBP

Protecting Your
Personal Information
When it comes to personal information, your benefits
may not be the first thing that comes to mind. But
just like your banking details, name, and birthdate,
benefit claims information is an important part of
your personal information and needs to be protected.
If you have ever been asked to provide consent for
someone else to access your benefit claim history,
you may have wondered why, especially if that
person was a member of your family. Ensuring we
have the proper consent in place before disclosing
any of your information, no matter how basic it may
seem, is an important part of the process of keeping
your personal information safe.
Read on to learn more about personal information,
who can access it, and the types of changes an
authorized person can make.
What Is Considered Personal Information?
Anything that can be used to identify an individual
is considered personal information. For the ARTA
Retiree Benefits Plan, this includes things like your
• name
• birthdate
• address
• phone number
• email address

Additionally, your benefits information — including
your claims — is also considered personal
information, as well as your banking details and any
health information we collect for the approval of
claims, like your health status or a diagnosis.
Who Has Access to My Information?
Only those for whom you have provided written or
verbal consent to access your information can do so.
You are in control of your information at all times and
can let us know who, outside of ARTA and Alberta
School Employee Benefit Plan employees, can access
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it and what they can access. For example, if you would
like to allow your spouse to be able to discuss your
claims with an ARTA benefit plan coordinator, we will
need your verbal or written consent in order to discuss
this information with them.
If you would like to provide someone with the ability
to discuss or access your personal information, please
contact an ARTA benefit plan coordinator at
arta@asebp.ca or toll-free at 1-855-444-ARTA (2782).
You can revoke this consent at any time. If you
would like to remove someone’s ability to access your
personal information, you can do so by contacting an
ARTA benefit plan coordinator.
What Kind of Changes Can an Authorized
Person Make?
Only you, as the plan member, can make changes to
your benefits, unless a power of attorney is in place.
This means that we can only increase or decrease
coverage if the request comes directly from you.
When it comes to updates to your personal
information, like your banking details or address,
these requests also need to be made by you. This
ensures we’re only making changes to your benefits
and other personal information that you would like
made, and prevents someone else from making
changes that you are not aware of.
Protecting You Is Always Our Priority
Protecting the personal information of all ARTA plan
members is always top of mind for us. From ensuring
your information is securely stored to only allowing
authorized individuals to access it, we take this
responsibility very seriously.
If you have questions about your personal
information and who can access it, please reach
out to an ARTA benefit plan coordinator via the
information provided in this article. ●

From Our Partners
Dan Keon | Vice President, Market Management, Allianz Global Assistance Canada

Nine Tips to Help You Plan
Ahead for Your Next Trip
Whether you would rather immerse yourself in Europe’s rich culture or ‘voluntour’ in a South
American village, a little bit of preparation can go a long way toward having the trip of your
dreams. Unfortunately, as of April 2020, the Government of Canada has put a travel advisory
in place due to the COVID-19 pandemic. So while you may not be travelling right now, here are
some pre-departure tips to make your next trip awesome.
Research your destination – Online travel sites are a
great help, and check the Government of Canada’s Travel
and Tourism site at travel.gc.ca/ for helpful travel
information.
Review your travel insurance coverage – Speaking of
a safe and enjoyable trip, travel insurance helps you plan for
the unexpected so you can do just that. Read through your
ARTA-customized group policy — in particular the benefits,
exclusions, and limitations — to better understand
what you’re covered for and what help is
available in an emergency. Here are a few
items to keep in mind:
• Obtain refills for any prescriptions
to ensure you have enough for the
whole trip.
• If you are driving out of your
home province, make a small
purchase on your credit card the
day before leaving the province and
keep the receipt. This serves as proof
of departure, which might be required
if you need to make a claim.
• Contact Allianz Global Assistance before any treatment.
The sooner they hear from you in an emergency, the
sooner they can find a quality local medical facility for
you, make billing arrangements, and more.
Pack early – The closer you get to your travel dates, the
more there seems to do. Start packing clothing and other
items well before your departure, including power adaptors
for foreign countries, a wallet for foreign currency, change
for snacks or tips, and a comfortable travel outfit.

leave to discuss your plans and ensure that you’re healthy.
You can also ask if you need any vaccinations, which could
require multiple doses administered over several weeks.
Call a sitter – Arrange with your neighbour, a family
member, or friend to check in on your house, pick up the
mail, or look after your pet while you’re away.
Download the TripWise travel insurance app
– Available at allianz-assistance.ca, the app can
be personalized with the 24/7 Emergency
Assistance phone numbers located in your
travel insurance documents. If you need
emergency help during your trip, you
can use the app to quickly find local
hospitals, prescription and first-aid
terms, and more.
Share your itinerary – Provide
your family with the details of your trip
so they know where you’ll be and how
to reach you. Consider also providing
them with a photocopy of your passport (or
take a photo and email yourself a copy), and
register with the Canadians Abroad service online
at travel.gc.ca/travelling/registration or in person at
your destination.
Account for delays – Traﬃc or weather delays and long
airport lineups can all increase stress levels while travelling.
Give yourself extra time to arrive at your destination.

Bring distractions – Have something to do during
travel delays, such as a book, an iPod, or a portable hobby.
Remember: when delays happen, electrical outlets to charge
portable devices can be scarce, so make sure they’re fully
Visit your doctor, pharmacist, and dentist – See your charged before you leave. ●
health professionals at least six to eight weeks before you
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Radio Days
Sharon Goerg

The Golden Age of radio was from 1937 to 1955. When
discussing radio times, many recall the programs they liked
and ‘watched.’ No, that we ‘listened.’
I was aware of this while watching
the Silver Screen channel one
Saturday morning. I found myself
watching the screen during an old
radio program presentation. The
screen imagery never changed,
but I was now accustomed to
observing, not just listening. When
I was growing up, my family and
I gathered in the living room to
hear the evening radio programs.
We could play games, write letters,
knit, or read the newspaper as we
didn’t have to ‘watch’ or even pay
that close attention.
When I was sick and home
from school, I particularly
enjoyed listening to soap operas,
accompanied by organ music,
each lasting fifteen minutes. Some
examples were “Stella Dallas,”
“Ma Perkins,” “Romance of Helen
Trent,” and “The Guiding Light.”
That soap opera lasted fifteen years
on the radio and fifty-seven years
on television. These programs were
for all the women at home while
they did their housework, and, of
course, one of the major sponsors
was detergent. Another daily
program was “Queen for a Day.”
Contestants told sad stories in order
to be crowned queen (after applause
by the audience) and won practical
prizes like washing machines or free
groceries for a month.
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Evening programming included
a show called “Amos and Andy,”
played by two white men. This was
a surprise to me as I had always,
along with many others, assumed
they were black men. The show
ran from 1928 to 1943. “My Friend
Irma” was a favourite of mine with
the voice of Marie Wilson, who
would continue playing the role of a
ditzy blonde into her movie career.
Women were often portrayed as
relying on men to make responsible
decisions for them. “Lux Theater”
was a more culture-oriented
show using Broadway musicals,
movies, and classic novels for
its programming. Movie stars,
famous at the time, read the roles.
Today this old radio program can
be heard on the Silver Screen TV
Channel or on Sirius Radio. “Fibber
McGee and Molly” along with “The
Jack Benny Show” and “The Bob
Hope Show” were some of the
comedies enjoyed by families.
My brother liked western
serials like “The Lone Ranger,”
“Hopalong Cassidy,” and “Sky
King” (a modern cowboy who
flew his own plane). My favourite
program on Saturday mornings
was “Let’s Pretend.” I listened to
many classic fairy tales sponsored
by Cream of Wheat. During
dinner, the news was aired.

I began to understand some of
Walter Winchell’s remarks at the
end of the Second World War. As
my father participated in the war,
the radio news was continuous
during the day.
Sunday afternoons were
devoted to various mystery series.
Examples were “The Shadow
Knows” and the “Creaking
Door.” Also popular were “Inner
Sanctum” and “The Whistler.”
On special occasions we listened
to a small plug-in radio (not the
large console type) during school
hours. A kindly teacher would turn
to The World Series in the fall, and
in Grade 7 our teacher encouraged
music appreciation by turning on a
monthly symphonic program.
And then television arrived, and
many radio shows transferred to
the new medium.
Today, podcasts and audiobooks,
although on our phones or
computers, are a return to radio
days. The programming has
certainly changed, but we are
listening once again. ●
Sharon Goerg notes that often in
her memoir-writing groups old
radio days are recalled. She wrote
this article thinking of her children
and grandchildren, but offers it to
our readers, hoping it will spark
happy memories.

Wellness
William Fraser | Chair, Wellness Committee

I’ll Drink to That
You notice it as your plane approaches the Palm Springs Airport, and it becomes even
more evident as you drive around the city: lush green grass, plants, and graceful palm trees
on one side of the road; barren, parched land with palm tree stumps on the other side. This
is a stark illustration of the importance of water in our lives.
While having water is one necessity for growing
plants, water is even more important in the lives
of humans. The science describes water as a clear,
odourless liquid with no calories, minerals, or
vitamins. Even so, it is essential to human life, and key
to most bodily functions, from the spit in your mouth
to the sweat on your feet.
The main component of spit, or saliva, is water.
Saliva also contains small amounts of electrolytes,
mucus, and enzymes. These all aid in the breakdown
of food and help to keep your mouth and teeth
healthy. Normally the body produces enough saliva,
but age and some medication may cause a dry mouth,
so drinking water will help to keep your mouth moist.
Staying hydrated is also very important, as
strenuous exercise or work or a hot environment
will cause loss of body water. Dehydration can cause
serious medical conditions like decreased blood
pressure and hyperthermia; severe dehydration can
lead to seizures, brain swelling, and death. While
releasing sweat cools your body, it also causes the
loss of some electrolytes and plasma that your body
needs. Keep in mind that up to sixty per cent of the
human body is water, so you don’t want to lose
too much.
Taking in water helps to lubricate and
cushion your joints, spinal cord, and organ
tissue. It increases the pleasure of physical
activities by lessening the discomfort caused
by conditions like arthritis and helps fight
oﬀ exercise-induced asthma. As bathing in
water keeps you clean on the outside, taking
in water helps keep you clean inside. With
the aid of water, your kidneys filter out

waste, which is eliminated through urination and
defecation. Maximizing water intake helps to prevent
kidney stones. Water also helps to dissolve vitamins,
minerals, and other nutrients from your food and
deliver them to the rest of your body. At the same
time, it improves blood oxygen circulation.
Water is important to good gut health. Eating
remains one of life’s pleasures. Experts confirm that
drinking water before, during, and after a meal helps
to break down the food that you eat more easily and
eﬀectively, getting the most out of your meals. Water
consumption aids in digestion and also helps to
prevent constipation. Along with a healthy amount of
fibre and magnesium, maintaining your water intake
will ensure your bowel movements contain enough
water. If you’re already constipated, you may find that
drinking carbonated water as well as plain water can
help ease your symptoms.
Some benefits of drinking plenty of water may be
unexpected. It may activate your metabolism, and that
boost may have a positive impact on energy levels.
Weight loss could also be a pleasant ‘side eﬀect.’
Drinking more water while dieting and exercising
might just help you lose extra pounds. Cognitive
function, including focus, alertness, and shortterm memory, can stay in tip-top shape with
proper hydration. Mood can be improved, as
dehydration can result in fatigue, confusion,
and anxiety. And while the eﬀects of aging
on your skin are connected primarily to your
genetics and sun exposure, hydration can
promote the production of collagen.
Hope springs eternal! ●
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Gratitude for a Career at Retirement
Liz Spittal-Cote

This is an ode to all who retire as a teacher. It is a note of appreciation regarding
the enduring relationships built amongst us as we began and continued our work
as teachers and to all of our family members who supported us.
In our beginning years as teachers
we thought we were just meeting
the teacher next door. We worried
about the surface things — would
their class be too perfect and
well-managed, and would ours
be too loud and out of control?
What we didn’t know then, as
young people embarking on a new
career, was that we could connect
to that teacher next door in ways
that were as vulnerable and raw as
the work we were doing daily with
our students.
Teaching ‘called us out.’ It made
us examine not only our teaching
philosophies but more fully our

fundamental beliefs, and our ways
of being with people. We explored
these ideas with our colleagues
and friends in heated staﬀ
meetings as well as after hours at
the closest pub with happy hour
drinks and cheap food.
It’s how we evolved as a teacher
that reveals so much about us as
human beings. This career, its
platform for discussion, its calling,
reaped a personal benefit for all of
us by drawing like-minded people
together and, for many of us,
establishing lifelong friendships.
And then there is working with
children. Teaching enriched my
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own life through my service to
youth. It made me learn from
those who were much younger
how to be resilient. It helped me
to be thankful for things in my
life I had previously taken for
granted. It provided me with the
opportunity to get to know people
from other places and with other
faces.
Being an educator, I feel as
though I’ve lived fully through my
work. Education is my religion
because it is my belief that it is the
best hope for all children, and my
faith in what it oﬀers is endless. ●

ARTA’s Response
to COVID-19
Daniel Mulloy | Chief Executive Officer, ARTA

As I write this, the Coronavirus Disease of 2019 (COVID-19) situation continues
to evolve rapidly; every day brings more news and more promise that we will get
through this together.
ARTA is closely monitoring
the situation. Beyond public
health considerations, we are
concerned about the well-being
of our members, our employees,
our business partners, and our
communities, and have taken
all steps necessary to protect
their health and safety. We have
enacted our contingency plan to
ensure the continuity of service to
our customers. To minimize the
spread of the virus, we have taken
these steps:
• Modified our processes and
equipped all of our staﬀ to
work remotely and have asked
all staﬀ to follow Alberta
Health guidelines with respect
to hygiene, travel, and social
interactions.
• Rescheduled all in-person
meetings and have arranged
for all committee, board,
and executive members to
virtually meet with us online.
Our dedicated staﬀ continue
to manage the day-to-day

operations of ARTA using
these digital tools to meet and
collaborate.
• Maintained open lines of
communication with our
members. Our member services
teams can meet via virtual
conferencing or simply over
the phone to help our members
with all questions and concerns
they may have regarding their
relationship with ARTA.
• Made the following
improvements to the Retiree
Benefits Plan to assist
our members during this
pandemic:
◊ temporarily suspended
the maximum number of
dispensing fees allowed
◊ introduced an online claims
process
◊ made allowance for certain
paramedical practitioners to
provide their services virtually
through FaceTime, Zoom, or
other electronic means
◊ automatically extended

medication approvals for drugs
manages through Our Special
Authorization and Enhanced
Special Authorization
programs by twelve months,
if they required approval
between February 1, 2020, and
June 1, 2020.
◊ provided all ARTA members
with access to the SilverCloud
stress management program,
to help you prioritize your
mental health and well-being
during the pandemic

Our benefit plan continues to be
resilient.
Through our collective eﬀorts,
we will get through these
challenging times. Until then,
know that your ARTA team
remains available and we are here
to support you as required.
Stay healthy and safe. ●

“Be like water…change your shape in every
situation…depending on every need”
—Soumya Raha
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William “Bill” Albert Anson
Calgary

Deborah “Debbie” Marjorie
(née McLeod) Knall
Edmonton

Marion Frances
(née Comstock) Palamarek
St. Albert

Melvin Elwood Lahti
Vancouver, BC

L. George Parker
Grande Prairie

William “Bill” Laidlaw
Calgary

Walter Abe Penner
Lethbridge

Zenon “David” Clark
Calgary

Mari Lyn (née Adamson)
Larson
Raymond

Brian Maxim “Max” Shaw
Nelson, BC

Patricia “Pat” (née McGall)
Dixon
Edmonton

Lucille Elizabeth
(née McLeod) Leavitt
Cardston

Joan Margaret (née Jolley)
Embry
Calgary

Ramon Munoz Llorente
Wetaskiwin

Sharon Rose (née Dundee)
Buckland
Calgary
Kathleen “Kathie” Marie
Chitrenky
Calgary

James “Jim” L. George
Lethbridge
James Carl Haland
Medicine Hat
Elizabeth Kathleen (née
Collin) Holmberg
Lethbridge
Jerome “Jerry” Ibach
Chestermere
Maria Karpinka
Sherwood Park
Shirley Joan (née Silverthorn)
Kilmer
Lethbridge

Ernest Lindsay Longair
Lethbridge
Laura Lynn (née Munro) Lowe
Lethbridge
Jean MacIntyre
Edmonton
Robert L. MacKinnon
Sherwood Park
Donald Robert “Bob” McLeod
Edmonton
Ross William Monson
Edmonton
Gordon Moore
Winnipeg, MB

If you know of an ARTA member or a retired teacher who has
passed away and whom we should honour on this page, please
email the editor at memoriam@arta.net.
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Maureen Margaret
(née Brown) Sommerville
Red Deer
Susan Storey
Lethbridge
Gregory Michael Thompson
Wetaskiwin
George Ernest Toone
Cardston
Patricia Trudeau
St. Albert
Brian John Walker
Lethbridge
Sharon Judy Wanchulak
Edmonton
John David Wilkes
Calgary
Sheila Ann (née Mabley)
Wilson
Slave Lake
Patricia “Pat” Hazel
(née Miller) Young
Calgary

ARTACares Member Testimonial
Jean’s husband, Jim, had just had open heart surgery, which resulted in some serious health
complications. It was a time of high stress and worry and not knowing what to do next. Thankfully, Jean, a
retired teacher, had access to the ARTACares program through HumanaCare.
When Jean called HumanaCare, it was
evident that she was overwhelmed and
extremely concerned about her husband.
She felt alone in the process and confused
about her husband ’s condition. HumanaCare’s
nurse took the time to provide Jean with
a comprehensive description of the heart
surgery and helped identify reasons why the
complications could have occurred. The nurse
was able to answer the many questions Jean
had and outlined options for support, not only
for her husband but also for herself. Treatment
and care solutions for her husband were
discussed, as it was evident that her husband
needed additional support in the hospital.
Working closely with Jean, HumanaCare’s
nurse was able to identify and facilitate options
for support and provide her with the tools she
needed to advocate for her husband’s care.
Throughout this process the HumanaCare
nurse continued to engage with Jean and
assisted in the coordination of in-home care
and services upon her husband’s discharge.
Jean reported that she felt that the health
advice, recommendations, and guidance
she received from HumanaCare’s nurse was
extremely helpful and reassuring.
Today, Jim is at home. He’s doing quite well,
and they are managing his care with the
many supports that HumanaCare helped
coordinate for them.

Here is what Jean said about the
ARTACares program through HumanaCare:
I received a sympathetic ear from the time of my ﬁrst phone call with HumanaCare. After my
husband’s open heart surgery, he suffered from aspiration-induced pneumonia and delirium
that made him a danger to himself. I explained to the nurse at HumanaCare that while my
husband was in the ICU, he was left unrestrained in a chair, and he stood up and fell headﬁrst
onto the concrete ﬂoor. He also managed to pull out his catheter tube several times and tried
to get out of bed with no staff to help. Following HumanaCare’s nurse’s advice, I insisted that
my husband have a “constant” in his ICU room overnight. A constant is a healthcare worker
who stays with a patient to ensure safety when the patient should not be left alone. When I
brought up the need for constant care, the unit managers claimed that this was impossible.
When I mentioned the information I had obtained from the ARTACares nurse, an overnight
constant was provided. I, or a member of my family, acted as the daytime constant.
After my contact with ARTACares, I stopped feeling so helpless and alone and could speak
conﬁdently to hospital staff about my concerns. I now realize that strong patient advocacy
is necessary for any lengthy stay in hospital for a serious illness.
After three months in hospital (two months in the ICU), my husband was discharged. Because
of the trauma suffered to his throat, he required nutrition and medication to be administered
via a gastric tube. Unfortunately some miscommunication between Alberta Health Services
Homecare and the hospital discharge co-ordinator meant that we were unable to receive the
appropriate services until two weeks after discharge. ARTACares provided me with a list of
private home care services in the Edmonton area that immediately provided staff. I was able
to hire health care workers to help with the feeding and in-residence nursing care for a few
overnight stays. This gave me some sense of security and much needed sleep.
If I come up against any other seemingly insurmountable problems with our health care
system, I know I have somewhere to turn for advice and support.
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You can access ARTACares by calling

ARTACares™ is provided by HumanaCare, an Alberta-based
health and wellness provider with more than thirty-ﬁve years
of Canadian health care experience. ARTACares is included
in all ARTA Extended Health Care plan options — there is no
additional cost to you to use this service.

1-888-327-1500
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